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_ NY 100-134637" ae ΣΝ | 
Speediest build-up ang industrialization of the countries of social- 
Asm. Unity is ‘the key to the Struggles of the working class. 

42 the balance of forces has shifted ogainst reaction, disunity 
in the ranks of tne foress for Progress, AAS become on evermore ine 
portant weapon for the forces of reaction. Disunity in the ranks of 
antin~inperlaliom is nowWethe lethal weapon of imperialisn, isunity 
an the ranks of world socialism has now become a deadly wearon in the 
hands of capitalisn,. Bisunity in the ranks 
encourages wars and aggression. therefore, as yeu so Well’ know, the 
factors weighing on the Side of unity have to be carctuliy nurtured 
and promoted, 

The experience of struggle, the oxperiences of life are now in- 
exreasingly weighted on the side of unity. The successed and the fatii« 

a 

ures have fuxther prepared the σοὶ fox now steps toward unity. The 
experiences of struggle are now doveloping a political atmosph 
ΧΟΡΟΣ all moves and acts of disunity, ‘he struggle for the unity of 
the forces of wogress is a struegle for ‘axxism-Loninisa. Placing 
Gystacles on the path of unity of the forces of anti-inporialism, 
SoCGialisn ané progress is ἃ rejection of Marxism-Leninisn. 

The €ighters against imperialism, the fighters for socialism the ~ 
" 

_ 

Worle over, judge all parties on how they line up on the key question 
of the struggle for unity, 

. Now initiatives, now efforts for unity, must be nevor-ending,. 
Tac struggle for unity can end only in a unity of struggle. 

We know these concepts ara not new ox foreign to you or to the 
C.P.S.U. We only take advantage of this occesion tO express our sup~ 
Bort, CO express our sense of kagenty Lor the concept of the struggle 
fox unity. 
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i want to oxpress my decp personal regrets that I am not able 

to ko a guest at your historic Congress. our Party is holding its 

Eixrst public conventin singe 1959 this coming June and we have just 

releaced the New Draft Progyam of our Party. shis makes it impossible 

fox me to leave at this time. However, Z look with great pleasure 

and anticipation to my visit to the Seviet Union after our Rational ! ᾿ ! 

Convention. ἢ 

So please accept our mest sincere congratulations, our aeer sense ΠῚ ᾿ 

of confidence that the C.P.S.U. wil@ continue to lead the people Of τ 

the Seviet Union in the building of the now Communist society and | 
Cherehy keep sotting the pace in the transition te the new way o£ 

life. - | ! ' 

| L 

- * 
Ι Comxradely yours, . 
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NY 100-134637 ὁ ᾿ ΝΣ 

"Dear Comrade 

' just informed by the airline on which they were scheduled 

(2) | | “Tuesday Ὁ ΝΕ 

"YT have just been instructed by GUS HALL that the 
‘letter to BREZHNEV be given to you immediately and with no 
delays. It so happens that WINSTON, JACKSON and LUMER were 

to depart from NY, USA that a strike hag been called and 
therefore this route to their next stop had ‘to be either 
cancelled or delayed (they are trying to make new 
arrangements for first lap). In the event there should 
be more delays or complications please notify ‘your | 
Embassies in London that JACKSON, WINSTON or LUMER may notify 
them of any further change for new arrival time (this, of 
course, should that happen). | ' 

| "Therefore, to assure that the following letter 
‘from GUS HALL to BREZHNEV not be late and to be on time to 
be read at 23rd CPSU Congress, GUS HALL requests his letter 
be sent via closed channel or any other faster nieans. 

“JACK BROOKS" 

_  . MMAY T make clearer to you why the night-time 
walkie-talkie is better for us than the morning walkie- 
talkie, As one example, the situation above is in point-- 
an important matter in which the night~time wdkie-talkie 
would save valuable time--as much as a day. In this 
situation, Ἅ walkie-talkie last night (Monday) had told 
you to make a drop contact, then this letter already would 
be well on its way~-without the chance that it ‘would arrive 
too late at CPSU Congress, 1 am sti11 puzzled and 
disappointed at having again been radioed that the 15th 
night walkie-talkie signals failed again. I just cannot 
understand it. Tests along similar conditions have been 
most ‘successful. (The comrade identical with Ca 5824-S# 
was given details on thig before his departure.) . Again 
on that night we found no technical failures. I will ‘heed - 
your advice in minimizing the amount of walkie-talkie signals 
once having ‘received the acknowledgement. I know that perhaps 
there have been too many such signals arid too crowded but the 
anxiety of response and the acknowledgement causes that. 

| Should ‘the next walkie-talkie test fail again on Thursday 
night then let time lapse and-we still continue to use the 
game morning hours into and through the month of May. 
Please acknowledge this. 

"BROOKS" 

-δ. 



MY 100-134637 ὁ | ΝΞ ! 
7 1 »" ; : ; " 

(3) "σσορου: ἡ πον | " 
Ι δον ἢ ΓΝ 

: 

“"" "Regret to tell you Wie’ ree ome from Pusrte Rico 

will attend the 23rd CPSU Congress. aA 

oe “algo, that Comrade CLARA COLON cannot za to 
. sald Congress." | So, pO 

(Re above ; see NY aiirtels 3/16/66. ext 3/18/66.) 

(4) “cccpsu  - Most Congenital 

ΝΣ "Comrade ἀἀδηξάς δὶ with CG 5828.-85 will tell you 
of all details regarding the mart from Brooklyn. Ask dn." 

{8 above, see NY ‘airtel, 3/24/66, captioned 

᾿ AZTRCON, ESP - Re") / 2° Sopenenee 

os | (5) "CCOPSU 

. "We ht rm ‘you in advance that person 

dAdentical, with nd his wife are going to visit 

Soviet Union as tourzses de luxe. Jt will be a short 
‘stay; their time is limited. ‘They plan to visit Leningrad 

May 21 to 23 and will leave oh the night of May 23 for 

Moscow, arriving 24th. Here they will stay from May eh 

until 28. hey must leave that day for Athens for 8 further | 

tour. It would be of value’to you if you could arrange a 

‘tal with your leading. economist when person identical with 

OF Moscow. Although he is on de luxe tour 
Ξ scheauie ig an open one. Can you arrange that he be 

met and also that he be shown Moscow. Your immediate reply — 
to me on this is important... 

"GUS HALL" 



NY 100-134637 

(6) ΝΕ 
_ “New travel arrangements for, HENRY WINSTON, 

JAMES JACKSON and HY LUMER are: Will depart from NYC, 
USA via BOAC Flight 500 to London. ‘This change is due 
to strike on airline which they were originally to. 

_ ‘bravel on, Schedule from London to Moscow is still the 
pane provided no further strike. Their arrival ‘Ls ‘still 
05. PM, ‘Moscow time, BEA Flight 916."° 

| . "Drop GRETA is next. ἘΞ 
To acknowledge, phone 686-9321, - 
4s 10 ἘΜ { sharp. ΝΙΝ 
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ἮΙ, 
Enclosed herewith ‘for the Bureau is the original 

and two copies, and for the New York Office one copy of 
an informant's statement captioned "BRIEFING BY GUS HALL, 
GENERAL SECRETARY, COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, MARCH 18, 1966, υ 

The information set forth in the enclosed 
informant's statement was orally furnished by CG 5824-S* 
on 3/18/66 to SA RICHARD W, HANSEN. 
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BRIEFING BY GUS HALL, GENERAL 
SECRETARY, COMMUNIST PARTY, 
‘DSA, MARCH 18, 1966 

On March 18, 1966, a briefing session was held 
in New York City with Gus Hall, General Secretary, Communist 
Party (CP), USA, which dealt with matters generally related 
to tho CP, "W8A fraternal delegation being sent to the 23rd 
Congress of the CP of the Boviet Union and to some problems 
which were to be discussed abroad with leading CP representatives, 
During this briefing, Hall coumented ag follows: | 

Hy Lumer; Jim Jackson and wife Esther; and 
Henry Winston and wife Fern will depart for the Soviet Union | 
by aix on March 25, 1966, All of these individuals will | 
travel together on the same plane and they intend to stop 

‘over for a period of several days dn London. Lumer, Jin 
Jackson and Henry Winston will be fraternal delegates to the 

. 23rd Congress of the CP of the Soviet Union, but Fern Winston 
and Esther Jackson will no way participate in ‘this Congress. 

Efforts were, as of March 18, 1966, still being 
made to arrange for Clara Colon to go to the Soviet Union 
as the fourth member of the CP, USA fraternal delegation, but — 
ἘΠῚ allegedly has gone passport problem. In addition, there 
is a problem developing over the fact that she desires that 
her husband Jesus accompany her 1f she should travel. [11 
was Hall's opinion that it would be bad 11. her husband Jesus 
accompanied her and he noted that it would be embarrassing 
to allow this. This was πὸ hecause Jesus is a member of the 
National Committee, CP, USA, and Clara has no comparable 
Party position. If Jesus tagged along, it would be hard to 
explain to the Russians why Clara, rather than Jesus, was not 
a member of the delegation. Hall, however, feels that Jesus © 
would not qualify because of agp and for other reasons, 
aS a fraternal delegate. 

In regard to himself going to the Soviet Union 
ag a member of this fraternal delegation, he noted that as 
of that time, March 18, 1966, he definitely would not go. 
He noted also he did not have the letter written as yet, which 
he had previously mentioned he was preparing, wherein he 
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intended to explain to the Russians in full detail the 
yeasons why he did not cane as a delegate. 11 he does 
complete this letter in time, he might send ἀξ to the Russians 
either by Lumer or Winston, However, he was not. sure now 
that he would eyen write this letter and, therefore, it would 
be all right to inform the Russians orally that as of March 18, 
1966, 1t did not appear that Hall would be able to make tha 

. trip, 

Hall then indicated he had recently met with 
 Lumer, Jackson and Winston and discussed with then matters 
of their behavior and conduct at the Congress and the 
policy they wera to follow. He told them at this time that 
Winston was to be the head of the delegation and surprisingly — 
there had been no objection by Jim Jackson on this matter. 
However, he felt that Jackson had probably been agreeable 
only because Jackson 15 aware that because of Winston's 
handicap, his biindness, he, Jackson, will be the one in the 
limelight after Winston ia introduced. It will also probably 
be up to Jack#on to read Winston's speech to the Congress 
and ‘by this means he will get the public recognition for 
imself. 

1 

In this sane briefing he had warned the CP, USA 
delegation not to play down the current role of the CP, USA 
in the United States and emphasized that they should not 
be too technical in regard to membership figures for the 
Party. They were also told to do the same thing regarding 
the paper and its circulation. These individuals were also 
d4nstructed to follow through in generally the same manner 
in discussions regarding other phases of Party activity, 

‘Hall then wont over the position the CP, USA 
fraternal delegation should take in discussion with 
representatives of othex CPs. This position, he stated, was ὁ 
to be one of stressing a course of unity of action, first ' 

(ΟΣ all unity of individual CPs with the respective working | 
class in their country and then unity with other elements 
of the left, the peace forces, and etc, Then they should 
also streas the necesdity of unity between all CPs and 
unity between CPa and non-CPs on predominant issues, 

5 2 
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He then noted that he wanted the Russians told 
that in his opinion he folt that Fidel Castro had done an 
excellent job in regard to China up to now but is now 
getting too sharp in his criticism of them. His most recent 
attack against the Chinese went too far afield and he does 
not belleve that this is now the way to fight the Chinese. 

On the question of negotiations in Viet Nan, 
the Russians and others are to be told that the CP, USA 
can no longer raise this issue ap it had done last fall.’ - 
It is now a fact that U.S, troops do occupy a Jarge part 
of South Viet Nam and that the U.S. is escalating the war 
there. So the CP, USA now has to view this matter am a 
long range proposition, emphasizing the point of view that 
ἃ political victory by the Viet Cong ia still possible 
and that the U.S. will bea compelled in the future to 
negotiate, | 

Hall then stated that he wanted the Russians told 
that although he was unablé to come to the Soviet Union at 
this time, he does definitely intend to travel after the 
Party's convention is over. They are to be informed that the 
primary reason why he could not travel at this time is that 
ho must now promote the new Party program. In addition, ijt 
should be emphasized with the Russians that Hall is now a 
public figure in the U.S. and constantly in demand for prese 
conferences, interviews and meetings on matters related to 
political life in the U.S. Hardly a day goes by without sate 
request for interview or a public appearance. For example, 
he had just concluded an extensive interview with a reporter 
from the "Milwaukee Journal” and that newspaper is now 
planning τὸ run a two part series on the results of this 
interview with him. 

He also noted that he wanted the Russians informed 
that when he does visit the Soviet Union, he wants to be 
xreeeived there not as the leader of the CP, USA, but rather 
as an important public figure from the U.S. He wants them 
told that when he comes there to visit, the presa of the 
world should know about it. If the press, including 
xepresentatives fran the U.8. press, desire to interview him 
while he is in Moscow, then this should and must be arranged. 

ee: et 
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If he goes asa public figure and announces ‘his travel 
openly, there can be no stories published in the press that 
he is sneaking out of the U.8.: for consultations, 

Finally, Hall instructed that a "nice" letter bo 
prepared while abroad and sent to the Polish United Workers 
Party thanking them for the way in which they had received 
hig brother, Toivo Halberg, and another representative of ‘the 

' CP, USA, who had visited in January and for the Poles | 
agreement to giva him the purebred Arabian stallion. While 
this horse has not yet been received in the U,S., Hall 
felt such a letter might make the Poles feel good and might 
have the affect of speeding up the delivery by raising this 
matter in such an indirect fashion. He does not want this - 
letter to reflect any criticiam of the Poles. 
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(Priority) 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ) | mi | 

SO Ὡ ‘PROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) | | | 

SUBJECT: ' SOLO. _ AN 
is-¢ Hunn; ~ | 

On 3/16/66, NY 694-S* advised that on 3/15/66, \ 
GUS HALL stated that when FRED BLAIR, head of the CPUSA 
in Wigconsin, was last in Budapest he visited his sister, 
GRACE\GARDOS (Bufile 100-9306). GRACE GARDOS told her 

“prother that she was most desirous to return to the USA 
and to work there in behalf of the Party. According to 
HALL, GRACE GARDOS is a most competent woman and he is 
very anxious that she return to the US in order that she 
may assume a managerial position in the CPUSA National 
Office. 

HALL requested that NY 694-S* instruct CG 582h-+S*, 
who is scheduled to go abroad on 3/18/66, to contact the 
Central Committee of the Hungarian CP and to request tle 

that arrangements be made for GRACE GARDOS to return to 
the US for a period of two years to be employed at the 
CPUSA National office. 

fhe above information will be furnished to the 
Milwaukee Office, which 15 Office of Origin, by a 
separate communication. 
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a a a ῆραα .-απρ- "π “τ ...... πῶσ πᾶσ. Transmit the following ἴα 
(Type in plaintext or code} 

AIRTEL REGISTERED 

(Priority) 

TO : ‘DIRECTOR, FBI (100-128091) i ἢ 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (#00-134637) (pas 
γ SUBJECT: Gee? S- ASH , 

ReNYairtel 3/11/66, page 2 thereof, reflecting that 
the CPUSA gelegation to the CPSU Congress scheduled to be , 
held on 3/29/66 at Moscow would consist of the following: ξ 
GUS HALL, HENRY WINSTON, person identical with CG 5824~ Se, 
JAMES JACKSON ana possibly CLARA COLON. Said airtel also” : 
reflected that Mrs. HENRY WINSTON and Mrs. JAMES JACKSON Ma 
would accompany their respective husbands on this trip. a A 

On 3/16/66, NY 694-S* advised ‘that as yet it isl ιν p 
not aerinitels certain whether GUS HALL will be a member 
of the sald delegation. It 15 expected that a definite 
decision with regard to his going or not going will be made | " 
shortly prior to the departure of the other delegates. |. ee 

: Informant also advised that, according to GUS HALL, | 
| HY LUMER will be a member of this delegation. Informant 
ΕΞ stated that "this was a surprise to everybody.” 

NY 694-S* also advised that according to GUS.'HALL, {7 7 
the Puerto Rican CP would not send a delegation to the CPSU fi ( 
Congress. Final 

i 

Informant further advised that ‘to date, the only 
information available concerning the itinerary of the delegates 
is as follows: ; 
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE 

WY 100-134637 | 

That HENRY WINSTON and his yvife and JAMES JACKSON 
and his wife are scheduled to leave New York fpr London via 
Air India on Friday, 3/25/66. 

aarp s planned, | 
wilh go té Washington, 11), C., one? 

te pick up at the Soviet Embassy the visas 
Tor this delegation. μ᾿ } 

when fore specific information ‘regarding the 
itinerary of the delegation is obtained, the Bureau will 
be advised. 

The cases on the individuals who are members of 
this delegation will be handled in accordance with current 
Bureau instructions concerning foreign travel on the part 
of security subjects. 

ΕΝ 
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DIRECTOR, FBI (65-65405 3/25/66 
(ATT; VOUCHER ΩΝ SECTION) 

SAC, NEW YORK (65-17696) 

TRAMUS 
ESP - Ὲ 
"REQUEST FOR AUTOMATIC 
DATA PROCESSING UNIT SERVICE" 
(00:NY) | 

On 3/2/66, KYO exchanged $160,000.00 consisting 
of $100 notes and $60 notes, This money was ori 
received by NY 694-S* from the Soviets on 11/18/ 

| Xerox copies of this money have been furnished 
| to the Bureau by separate communica ton dated 3/11/66, 
“ _ gaptioned "SOLO; IS-C" (Bufile λοο ἡ 5809), το be ; 

programmed by automatic processing wit. 

The NYO, for this reason, has not dneluded the 
seriel numbers of this money in the indéx maintained dn 

_ captioned Case. . 

It is to be noted that ΧΟ does not make 
comparison of the serial numbers of the "exchange money” 
‘with sexvial numbers in the index because the origin of 

ὦ the "exchange money” is known, 

1 
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FROM. Gohl. F, Downing 

CO 

SUBJECT: ζϑοιο,) -, 

ERNAL SECURITY -'C S 

oPtionat tom NO tp @ 5010+ 106 oe 
MAY 1962 EDOM 
G34 GEN, NEG. μῷ. 27 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
vet ΞΙΣΤΣΟ 

Mr, Conrad March 29, 1966 oe : r onra “ . " 

i 7 τ Se amend 

. BOLtET τωρκοκωυνοιν τον» 
a ‘ 

Captioned’ case involves the Bureau's highly valuable 
confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communi- 
cations transmitted to him by radio, 

On 3/29/66, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio. station at Midland at, which time a message, NR 464 GR 82, 
was intercepted. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New. York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

Es πμεμσαμαμμμημααι: 
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6 MAR 31 1966 

Enclosure 

Mr. Conrad 

Mr, Downing 
Mr. Newpher 
Mr, Paddock bet fat μι ἢ Με ἐ1τι1|: 
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() 

Mr, Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J; ‘A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 



05762 41076 

42525 35049 

15914 66426 

10729 24557 

- $8840 54689 

55633 86661 

“1745 90894 

44731 64173 

NR 464 GR 82 

42515 17214 

NR 464 GR 82. 

46512 

89120 

20235. 

43328 

04554: 

03065 

76787 

52608 

3/29/66 

22622 

65935 

93004 

91779 

01664 

54350 

73359 

65827 

85511 

98155 

73929 

$0250 

33806 

43612 

65681. 

50196 

3/29/66 
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ΛΟ, Chicago (134-46) 3/23/66 

Director, FBI (61-7665) 1 = Shaw 

CG 58624.8 

1 

Reurlet 3/13/66, copies of which were furnished 
the New York Office. 

The Bureau has carefully gevieved relet which 
consists Of a thorough analysis of the probleme relating 

he investment of Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), funds 

With regard to the tazation problen, it is noted 
that your office ey letter 3/3/65, under the caption, "Solo, 
18 ~ C," suggested that this probles could be overcome by 
Sa eee ede ee Bee eh 15 ἑδχ ὀχοπρὲ municipal 
bonds. t @ocasion, CG S824-8* agreed that this may 
ultimately be othe best course to follow, but wished t 
Yererve the possibility of some other 

ΤῸ 

νὼ ον 

Π}}}}} a “yi ------ 

, OE ae 

t pending 
alternative being devised in the interin, It is suggeated 
that your office may again desire to take this matter up 
with CG 5824-8* to obtain informant's current observations 
and recomendationg ag to this course of action, 

With ieee to the problem of lecating someone to 
handie the actual investment of Party funds, it is suggested 

2 ~ New York (134-91) 

ὡς 100-428091 Ges [tad J 
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Letter to Chicage 
Re: CG §824-g4 
61~-7665 

This course of action would appear to be much more desirable 
than having the investment of Party funds under the exclusive 
ootnvas of Lem Harris as suggested in New York letter of 

The Bureau has noted with interest the comments of 
CG $824-8* in relet that he saw no objection to the investe~ |, 
ment of s portion of Party funds in τ΄, 8. Governaent bonds. 
Informant noted in that regard that Gus Hall “would not give 
% care" about the form of investment 20 long as it browgnt . 
sone return to the Party. Informant noted » Dowever, that, . 
because of certain disadvantages the investuent of Party |. 
funda in U. 8. Government bonds should be considered as only 
a atopgep measure, The Bureau is of the opinion that the 
investment of Party funds in U. 5. Government bonds has 
tremendous counterintelligense potential.in the event the 
Solo operation terminates, Public disclosure of this fact 
would place the CPUSA and the CP of the Soviet Union in the 
untenable position of heving contributed to U. 8. Government. 
operations and thereby having endorsed UJ, Αι, action in 
Vietnam, the prosecution of the CPUSA, and other natter 
deoned by the international communist movement te be utterly 
repulsive, You can well imagine the reaction of Communist 
China to such a revelation, 

The above euggesticna are being offered in an 
effort to resolve some of the problems relating to the invest~ 
ment of Solo funds, Chicago and New York are requested to. 
subnit tts observations and recommendations relative to these 

NS, 

NOTE: | 
— The CPUSA currently has on hand over καὶ million 

doldars in funds received az a subsidy from the CP of the 
Soviet Union. These ‘funds ‘aro in the possession of NY 694-8* 
and CG 5824-8*, Gus Hall wants these funds invested in order 
that the Party will receive an income. We have given this 
matter considerable thought in order to arrive at some course 
of action which would preclude the Party from receiving 2 sub« 
stantial return on its investment and also to see that this 

~~ — iors cowrmruxp PAGE 3) 
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Letter ta “ee 
Re: CG 5824-98 
61-7665 

NOTE CONTINUED: 

matter is handled'in such a way so as not to jeopardize the | 
‘position of ow: Solo informants. New York has suggested: that 
NY .694-5* suggest to Gus Hall that Lem-Harris, a dedicated 
Party menber, be designated to handle the investment of Party 
funds. This is objectionable since such action will place 
Harris ina. Zeworable position to replace our informants in 
the tua should the occasion arise, It 25 felt 
that offers a better solution to this problem, 

ek πσσσσασασασαα Ν᾿ Is ἃ former Party angel : : t group 
of the Party, ΝΕ 7 

Poe ᾿ 4 
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ft Memoran 
DIRECTOR, FBI (100- 428091) ye Ἐ: 32ζ223766 

M o5 5ΔΟ, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) yp 

“κοι ὥριος σ ΜΕ. x 
Soro ~) “ - soe 

On March 17, 1966, CG 5824-S* advised SA RICHARD W. 
HANSEN that GUS HALL, General Secretary, Communist Party (CP), 
USA, had provided him with a letter which he noted had been 
brought back to the United States from Italy by a recent _ 
"traveler." While GUS . indicate, this Be 
"traveler" was probably who had been to Italy BIC 
and attended the recent Congress of ‘the CP of Italy. This 
letter had been prepared by a "naturalized citizen" of the 
United States and requested HALL's assistance in enabling 
the writer's half-brother, VIRGILASTUPL ICEAN, a resident of 

ω to travel to Turkey to’see his mother. HALL's Romania 
instructions in regard to the letter were that this matter 
should be taken up with the right people and arrangements 
be made to do whatever could be done. 

Xerox copies of the above noted letter, which was 
dated March 3, 1966, Rome, Italy, were made and are attached ) 
hereto as pages two and three of ‘this communication. ᾿ ( 
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: His τ λδινρ Via Cortina dtAmpezzo 195 
gh - Rome, Itely Ν ; 
yee ; 3 Waxch | 1966 ι 

Mr. Gua Kell, nec. von. ‘U.S: Communist Party. " neve 

230 Van Cortlandt Park Ave... cage ho Nay δος 
Yonkers,’ N. vO re 

i » 

r 

4 ! \ 7 ᾿ ; τι, a aa . , . at | ! _ te 

. Dear Mes Hall} ce ΟΝ ae: μον δ γλ δὰ γεν , 

Tt was with a deep ‘feeling of natiofaction that 7 heard the 
news that your request for 8 passport hag finally been granted. ' . 
‘To me, a naturalized citizen, ‘every victory over ‘McCarranism and 7 
‘McCarthyism represents a vindication of the democratic ideals ΝΞ 
implicit in the U.S. Constitution, and'I rejoice’ ‘over the fact that σὰ 
» the .Governmen of the United 'States no’ Longer’, denies the right. , : 
‘to travel to any of ‘its, ‘citizens, ες ae ας ̓ ἐν orn 

" How.'sad and’ unfortunate ‘that ing tances ‘of’ ‘this. ‘sort'of | 
arbitrariness !still occur in the Socialist ‘countries, from which) 1 
we heve a right: to expect:.an. ‘example in progressive, democratio. ΜΉ 

νἀ, ' 

attitudes and, actions 1} ἢ T-heard: ‘that. in: ‘your application: for a3 Soph 
τῷ passport you nen tioned ;Rétiania ‘as: onesof the countries you. ΝΣ , 
-intend,:to visits :my “half-brother” ‘in’ Romania ‘has! “fox: years been oY. εἶ 
trying ‘to’ ‘obtain|a’ passport, νὰ ν᾽ ‘so ‘farjhis: repeated ‘requests _ ΕΝ 
“have | padi, been in vain ana sea ἣν a ene 7 alge ! 

ie ἘΣ 1 Ce Ie αὖ τὰ - ae mt ay em ΡΣ εἶς ΠΣ 
" 

: “jot [ον is he being’ prevented ‘from ‘visiting’ ‘nia’ ‘Nother and | " 
"8 younger brother, who: emigrated from Romania to: Turkey in 1962; nae 
vhis applications for.a passport for -thée!:purpose “of ‘making vacation~:" 
“excursion trips. to other: Socialist countries Nave: ‘algo’ ‘been denied, ̓  
as have those for the’ ‘purpose: ‘of attending professional. meetings 
‘of ‘engineers: anywhere’ “‘Olitside’ Romania (he is,’ "by, ‘profession, a a 
chemical engineer, specialized. in ‘the ‘technology: 08; Feinforesa _ 
concrete). ἃ ΣΥΝ ον σας ΒΝ ᾿ 1 nt ΠΝ ΟΝ ἫΝ ἜΝ δ ὅρη ἜΝ ΜΝ εἰ f . a ι΄. 

4 | Fo ' " " " ΝΥ cae een, ; ΕΝ τ αἴ eo Jl - oye 

| Mr. Hell, you do. not. know ‘ine ‘end have no' reason: to: "atick your τ, 
neck out" on behalf, of perfect strangers; however}. having yourself “" 
been in ὅδε same situation as my half- “brother held almost a captive" 
in your own country, denied the right to leave it even temporarily, 
you would ~ better than most people - appreciate the tragic frus- 
tration, ‘the ‘mortification and the pain this man has been suffering, : 
particularly at the thought of his aged Mather, whom he ‘may ‘perhaps | 
never see alive again uniess someone, somewhere,, intervenes on 

1 ΝῊ 

his behalf. : 4 ΝΣ μ΄ x, ‘ . . ' ἱ My ! ᾿ ath . ᾿ " wy Ν᾿ εὐ 
ιἢ ‘ som κα ER eG a a yal ! 4 t Abela a τὴν ᾿ Ν εν “ 

ΜΠ é ' r. ἃ, rf Ἢ aF ‘ "Ν᾿ 4 ᾿ ᾿ - 2 - ' ' ‘ ' ye Wise 7 i Ν ᾿ | εὖ # Bob Ty me 4 peed, "ὁ {εἰ ἐ +4 ι , . ‘ ad εἰ ue ᾧ ‘6 ᾿ it & “A " , : 1 1 \ 

att aoa τὴ | ta ε re ‘ Vue ” mal i ‘, 1 es Εν ᾿ ᾿ i 
' ἦε ες τ " “a Ath at { mh ' ᾿ arn) a ἜΣ ἣν ἮΝ ! ᾿ ΤῊΝ ἡ ἢ 

an ptr ! 1 " “ ἫΝ ὰ ες we 7 1: an ΝΣ ty i ' ard ΝΗ 

' " rit J ἐφ Ν 7 ' 4 nae ἡ bea ει " ' ' rot | ἢ . 
δ κα 3 εἴ Ὁ! \ Hd t Ν᾽ iM Ny ΕΣ ᾿ ει δὰ ' 

t . ᾿ς & i Va MW τα χψὴ Ι 1 : 



Would you, could you, once you get to Romania mention 

his case to the people with whom you come in contact ? I. 

appeal to you not only in ‘the name of the principles we hold 

deur but also in the name of. humanity and love ~ this son's 

love for his Mother, his Mother's love and yearning to see him 

once more before she dies. His name is Virgil Simpliceanu, 

domiciled in Bucharest. τς _ a ΛΑ ν νηδνας εὐ ς | 
a i ι 

Should you consider it necessary: to have more information i 

about him, 1 would be more than happy: to tell you whatever I know 

that may ὍΘ᾽ of use. ay | Rr .Ψ.ᾳ.ΕΙΕ Ε 
' a a i 

ty . 
q 

I hope I may be'forgiven 
‘and wish: to assure you of my” 

for making this plea to. you, 
ude and esteem. 

:Ν] roy ΗΝ \ . 
ῃ "4 ayo 
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pA ΕΒ: 
| | Date: 3/29/66 

Transmit the following in ee Pe ee ee ee 

(Type in plaintext of code) 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED | 
(Priotity) πσσππτπΠΕουῦυ 

Se ek ek ke ow cnt fn eee προ 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 
y a το 

SUBJECT “S010. 
13-¢ 

On 3/29/66, thexe was received from the Soviets, 
via radio, a ciphered-coded message, the plain text of which 
is as follows: 

"Al1 5 walky-talky signals on 3/24/66 received 
O.K. but notso good as it was in morning time. We are 
‘ready to start working for evenings beginning from May. 
Your signal will be call for next day. If you have ‘no 
confirmation then you repeat your signal next day in the 
morning. In this case it is a call for the same day.” 

In view of the fact that the above message was 
received only at the Bureau, and not:bcally, NY 694-S* is 
being advised ‘that no message was received, and is being 
instructed to request 8 repeat transmission of the message. 

It is requested that the Chicago Office not 4 

disclose to CG 5824-S* or his wife that the above message / 
was received. ΛΕ 

Qu ALA (100-428091) (Rw) 
CHTCAGO (234- -46- ἊΝ ΜΕΥ Μ) 

1 law 105-14931-Sub ὦ We ἀμ M. TALANOV) (341) ...β 
Δ τ NY 1000134237 (41) 100 LY 30 § eS 

ge ee νη 
a " τὶ A APR: 1. 1966 

WT. 
Approved: mnt] | Sent . M Fer. 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

SAC, Chicago (134-46 sub B) 4/1/66 

Director, FBI (100=428091) | 1 ~ Shaw 
Νὰ σδδοο, Te 

Your attention is directed to the fact that con- 
siderable newspaper publicity hag elready been afforded the 
proceedings at the 23rd Congreas of the Communist Party (CP). 
of the Soviet Union. For example, "The New York Times" 
issue of 3/30/66 contained several articles dealing with the 
Soviet Congress. One such article contained detailed excerpts 
from Leonid I. Brezhney's speech at the opening session of the 
Soviet Congress. In addition, much information has been made 
public relating to the failure of the CP of China te send a 
delegation to the Soviet Congress, 

. Yn wLew of the foregoing, it will be incumbent upon ! 
your offices to closely scrutinize all information received 
from CG 5824~S* upon his return from Solo Mission 20 in order ἢ, ἢ] ᾿" 
to ascertain whether any of thig information has appeared in a 
the public press. ‘This is necessary in order that the Bureau 
will not be placed in the ombarransing position of disseminating ᾿ 
information under 2 security classification which has already 
appeared in the public press, 

Any data furnished by CG 5824-S* which has previously 
appeared in the press should be specifically pointed out to the 
Bureau, when sich data is being forwarded to the Seat of Govern- | 

important and essential that you give this matter, ; i} ment, It is 
‘the closest supervision, 0 O- 49. z δ q | " 4 VL 

2 =~ New York (100-134637) EXT I Sommerer Siew 27 Seemmay 

. SG APR ἃ 1966 
WGS :pah ne REC. 3 . 

NOTE: On 3/18/66 CG 5824~S* departed on Solo Mission 20 
to the Soviet Union where informant will represent the CPUSA 
δὲ the 23rd Congress of the CPSU. The Chicago Office has 
‘previously been given authority to subscribe to "The New York 
Times" in order that it can guard against placing a security 
classification on information which has appeared in the press. 

23K. sph ι are unr Cod 
τ᾽ 
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TO Mr. W. Ὁ, Sullivay pATE: March 25, 1966 

1 = DeLoach 
FROM + Mr. F. J. Baumgardne 1 - Sullivan 

1 - Baumgardner 
eS 1 .- Shaw 

sumed: Boro. > | 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST ῤ 

| 

| 

wr 
BE 

+. ᾿ς ὦ a . 

onsonas rom MO. 10 5010-108 : 
way 96] ETON 

Gia Sem, REG. uO. 7 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ve 

Conrad Oe ae Memorandum poor IN E ENVELOPE = 

On 3/18/66 CG 5824-S* departed on Solo Mission 20 
to the Soviet Union, where informant will attend the 23rd 
Congress of the Communist Party,of the Soviet Union scheduled 
to commence on 3/29/66, Prior to informant's departure, Gus 
Hall, General Secretary, Communist Party, USA, instructed 
informant to take up the following matters with the Soviets. 

Vietnam Situation 

The Communist Party, USA, can no longer raise the 
issue of negotiations in view of the fact that U. S. troops 
occupy a large part of South Vietnam, The Party has shifted 
its tactics and will now emphasize the point of view that a 
political victory by the Viet Cong is possible and that the 
U. S. will be compelled to negotiate. 

Failure of Gus Hall to Travel Abroad 

Soviets are to be told that Hall is unable to travel 
abroad at this time because he must devote his time to the 
‘promotion of the new Party program. It must be emphasized 
that Hall is a very important public figure in the U. S. and 
his views on political matters are constantly in demand by 
the press, Hall definitely intends to visit the Soviet Union 
after the Party's National Convention in 6/66, Hall does not 
want to be received by the Soviets as the leader of the Com~ 
mnunist Party, USA, but rather as an important public figure 
from the U. S. Hall feels that this will prevent any stories 
being published: that he was sneaking over to the Sovi ὦ Unio 
for consultations. eet. 11 [OOr! 430 = 54 23 

Role of the Communist Party, USA 

The influence of the Party on. Americdl ‘sceaety is 
not to be played down and no specific figures are’ to obe-giyon 
out relative to Party membership or the circulation’ ὍΣ, Party 
publications, The Party's present position is one calling 
for'unity of action between fraternal parties, with: pleft “| 
elements" and’ with peace forces. 

νερὰ gM” en aA 

WGS $ eke | . 4 
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ΓΝ Φ ΓῚ 
mF - ᾿ 

Memorandum to Mr. W. C,. Sullivan 
Res: SOLO 
100-428091 

Request for Funds 

Soviets should be requested to grant the Party a. 
loan of a half million dollars which the Party will repay ‘ 
in ten: years. The: loan is to, be used for investment pur- 
poses in order that the Party can'derive some income, The. 
Soviets. should be told that -they are "darn fools" for not 
‘getting up an investment agency in the U. S. 

Cuban ‘Premier Fidel Castro 

| It is Hall's opinion that Castro has done an 
excellent job in regard ‘to China,, but is getting too sharp 
in‘his criticism, ‘Hall feels that Castro's recent attack 
on China went too far afield,. Hall does not think this is 
the proper way to: fight the Chinese, 

OBSERVATION: 

In the light of ‘the current international situation, 
it is felt that this Mission will be unusually. significant in 
providing data of outstanding value, 

‘ACTION: 

Since ‘Soviet reaction to these matters gis not 
known, it is deemed. judicious to await the return of 
CG .5824-S* from his Solo Mission prior to making dissemina- . 
tion of this information. It is also believed that dissem- 
ination prior to informant's return may ‘seriously jeopardize. 
his security, 

ΣΧ Vis wn 
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Memorandum ROUTE IN ENV“LOPE = 
¢ - τὸ τὸ Mr, conrad ey DATE: March 31, 1966 a= =. 

δ 

FROM . F. Downing Holmes evans 
a Gandy aeaieinaatsvament 

SURJE Goo > | 57 ὁ ww 
NTERNAL SECURITY - C 

Captioned case involves the 'Bureau's highly valuable 
confidential informant ‘NY 694-S* who has been: receiving communi- 
cations transmitted to him by radio. 

On 3/31/66, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at which time a message, NR 327 GR 43, 
was intercepted in a garbled condition. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached as 
avallable with the questioned’ portions of the plain text 
underlined, 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

Ye Ul ee ᾿ A 

| [ἢ 
‘Enclosure | 

1 - Mr. Conrad i 
2- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J, A. Sizoo, Mr. W..'G. Shaw) | 
1 - Mr. Downing 

Ἐ ΠΥ $7001.57 2f 
CG, wows » \ 

hres ΝΣ 66 APR 5 
| \ Ww * — 



4 

᾿ 8 

3/31/66 

NR 327 GR 43 | 

73933 80969 89752 28778 46720 42740 30853 88339 16036 49489 

15324 49993 37731 494-- 93460 41269 14792 08997 95959 72491 

nme 89680 82-.-- 71692 53441 01791 6434- 35389 75147. 30496 

94394 E4--6 28285 7942. -δὁ6:.28 $7522 3800. wwmne ‘95623 Sla-=2 

46347 5772. 7931S 

WE AGREE WITH YOUR PROPOSAL ON SISTERS EXCEPT SISTER KATE, 

THAT SHOULD BE EXCLUDED, PLEASE ‘CHECK SISTER JENNY'S 

ADDRESS. WE THINK IT SHOULD BE # 2} # SAME STREET. - = 

GNCLOSURE 

Joo 423041544 



FO-36 (Rev, 5-22-64) 

ἐᾷ | 

ΕΣ 
ΕΒΙ 

Date: 3/31/66 al Ἢ 

Transmit the following in. 
(Type in plaintext or cade) 

Vie AIRTEL 

{Priority} 

Oe ee ee ee ee, σασαὶ ce ee ae μέμπῃ pl σάω, αἰμπα σε τῆ, ἀπ ἀπ σὰ ὧσπ ὅπ δὼ Α͂ΝΕ; δας Ἴδα μας ὑδαδ μαι nim Sisal μον σεν νὰ ἡ πὰ απ πὸ ἐν ama. sets α vine: wm nem τ μ΄" Ρ 

vi 
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100~134637) 

SUBJECT: ' Be Osor0 > 
~TS=¢ 

! On 3/31/66, there was received from the Soviets, 
| via radio, a ciphered - coded message, the plain text 

of which is as follows: 

"We agree with your proposal on Sisters, except 
Sister Kate, that should be excluded. Please check 
Sister Jenny's address. We think it should be #2 _ 
# same street." " 

In view of the fact that the above message 
was not received solidly at the Bureau nor locally, 
NY 694=s*% is being instructed to request a repeat 
transmission of the message. 

y " 

Ay 

AG bureau (1100-28091) (RM) 
hicago 346 Sub Β) (AM RM) 

NY 134-92 4. 
l=NY 105-14 i νὴ C (NIKOLAI M. TALANOV) (38) 
ΟΝΥ 100-134637 (42) £ és 

| 8. APR 5 566 

ἢ WY 

Approved: 282 Y) Sent aM PO 
eR ARB? Spage Agent in Charge 
Ow ι ἢ ( 
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FD-36 (Re, +2264) ΟΥ̓ 

I} 

Transmit the following in 

τι a 

Date: 3 128, /66 

(ype in plaintext or code) 
| | 

Vig. AIRTEL RE 
| (Priority) | . 

! en re ee ee ee ee ee ee ρα σαι πῖνε ἤρα ee ee κῃ αν" nei eal tere ett th glad ie“, αι να 

re TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

γῇ FROM: ϑ8Α0, ΝΕΝ YORK (200-134637) 

ἢ wf? supzect:.* O10. 
“TS=c 

ι NY 694-S* has advised ‘that shortly before ὕ νι ἐξ 
CG 5824-S* went to.the Soviet Union, GUS HALL gave to Oi) | 

_ NY 694-S* .~ for transmittal to viets - an ont ; nf 
, envelope addressed to Mrs. B.A PURTSEVA,. Minister of “yy 

, Culture of the, Soviet” Union, “rhe enveloped “contained a 
} ᾿Ξ etter dated 12/30/65, addressed to Mrs. FURTSEVA and 

Signed by EMMY LOU PACKARD Be RANDALL);, a_letter 
dated ΚΣ paavescsd Ἐ €6 Mosco Sonar soy of =F Sr lem 

' Musie; an igned letter dated 12/20/65, addressed Wie eo 
' to MIKHAILAZKOTOV of the Soviet Peace Committee in Moscow; V Oty. 

“| 8. Clapp rom the San Francisco Chronicle dated 11/15/65, YX 
\ concerning EMMY LOU PACKARD, the title of which is "A 
‘Bay Artist Views Indonesia": 8. letter dated 1/19/66, 
addressed to “To Whom It May Concern" signed by WILLIAM 
CORBETT the music teacher of EMMY LOU 
PACKARD letter dated 1/65, addressed ‘to 
"To Whom It May Concern signed by Mac A, og (, Is 
ostensibly another music a Voge dtd ply balay 

certificate of, oa . “be | 
report card front 

letter of commendation to, from the Nagional 
Merit Scholarship Program; a no © HR gaigh, according to NY 694-S% a 
ostensibly was sent by the CP of | fas see fran aes ι ΜΝ 

Gorn ey WP PACE laf. 
4; 

? 

νὰ, ie BUREAU (100428091) (με: ψ te 12) (RM) 
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Ha, 

μι “Moseow in\the summer of 1965 as guests 

és 

Sate de Lt 

᾿ the above? limited to the facts stated in the note from the 

and a chronology of piano study of 
Copies of the aforementioned documents are enclosed 
herewlth for the Bureau and Chicago, 

NY 694-S* advised further that instead of ΝΣ ᾿ 
transmitting these.documents to the Soviets by his usual) " 
Qlosedchannel, he gave them to CG 5824-S* for delive mc ‘to Mrs. E,A. PURSE, wen oned above, in Moscow, a Coane 

Vari ben mie Rare «΄. Ἐν Ὁ ; 

Ν \, Ahe dove described documents, yeflect that ἢ - 
ΕΟ ἘΜΜΥ _LOUZPACKARD and her husbands, BYROSRANDALL, were in‘ <<" be 

f the Soviet Ic 
Peace Committee _and spoke w @. ZDOVNOV about the ᾿ 

το τ possibility of studying at the Moscow 
Conservatory of Music. Information in NY files regarding 
EMMY LOU PACKARD and BYRONXRANDALL is limited, but it - εὐ! 

| appears that BYRON: RANDALU had ‘been a member of an " τ μι τ 
American group of Marxists who resided in Mexico in 1955, 
EMMY LOU PACKARD has been identified as having been a guest 
of the Soviet Peace Committee in 1965 together’ with REY’, soraan ii 

_husband, BYRON RANDALL, Bayon τ ρα δον ΠΝ Oy | ἃ APPR LN τους 
4 ath, δας ἣμ 

NY 694-S* stated that his information regarding” | 

af oy 

+E rn ῳ. 

San Francisco CP to GUS HALL. This note states "Emmy Lou 
had discussed this matter in the Soviet Union. She was 
involved in some kind of cultural exchange there, When the 
Children's Craft and Cultural Exchange was in S.F. the people 
in charge asked her to get an Ok from -you - that this would | 
be very helpful and could even be decisive, " 

: "Besides his musical abi1ity,[ lates want 
him to be committed to study because he w 86 15 in June 
and eligible for the draft." 

The above information is being transmitted to the 
San Francisco Office by separate communication, 
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Mrse E. A. Furtseva, 

Ministry of Culture, 
Moscow, USSR 

~ Dear Mrs, Furtseva: 

summer, as guests of 

finishing hi 

enough +0 

Ce 

toa highschool seniors 

We deeply appreciate 
this matter. 

When ny 
the Soviet Peace Co 

with Mr. Zdovnov about the possibility of 

studying at the Moscow Conservatory of Music. 

ghschool this spring 

+o the Soviet Union to study music 

aced in the 
he National 

/ Bis'grades and comments by his music teachers are enclosed. 

any consideration you can give us in 

* ΝΣ . 
1 

t 

ea 

EMMY LOU PACKARD e BYRON RANDALL: | 

COAST HIGHWAY ONE, MENDOCINO, CALIFORNIA 

t 

December 30, 1965 

husband and I were in Moscow last — 
we spoke 

and is most anxious to go 

1: this can be arrangede 

Mr, Zdovnov thought[__fesn'* advenced 

study at the Conservatory yer, 

perhaps enter a Lower music school until he 

to the Conservatory. 
school and music records 

ΓΞ other recording of his 

pared with the tape we left with MX e 

+ that he might 
can qualify for 

He suggested that we send 4. 

+o Moscow, and that we also 

piano technique to be com . 

Zadovnovy last swiunere 

top two percent of the 

Merit Scholarship Test. 

Very sincerely yours, 

Suujlo, Relies) — 
fumy Lou Packard 
(ies, Byron Randall) 

τὰ εἶ hel ἢ i, 7 ft Ϊ ̓ S42 

Mendocing; WEeater 7+5219 / San Franeisear 

3 
+ 

' 
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To tho Moscoy Consorvatory of Musics | | ᾿ 

Yo would 1ik0 to apply for admission οὐ; ] ες Γ lto the Moscow Conservatory, 
aicver nis graduation from highschool in June 1966. 
He is 17 years old, and has been studying piano and A composition for tho pnst five years. Ho is a hi “τ talented and intclligent boy, a disedplinod worker, 
He is mos$ anxicus to study at the Conservatory bee 
cause of the excclient training he knows it gives. 

. We con supply a tape recording of[ ___] 
playing at the present tine, ond records of his pro- 
gress in composition as voll as other subjects. His . 
grades in all subjects have been high. He hes a vor 
ing knovledge of French, and a facility for learning 
that would onable hin to pick up Russian quickly. 

Thanking you in advence for your éonsideration _ | 
in this matter, ve remain ἘΝ 

Very truly yours, 

Byron and Ἐν Lou Randall 

* 

$ 



December 20, 1965 

Mikhail Kotov, | 

Soviet Peaco Committec, ' 

10 Kropotkinskaya 
- 

Moscow, USSR 

Dear Nr. Kotov: 

7 have just ‘had the pleasure of taking 

Andre I.. Plotnov and Mark Abramov around San Francisco 

to see some of our art and life. They made wany draw- 

ings which perhaps you'll see. I also net Alexander: 

Podedinsky, the designer of the Soviet Children's 

Exnibition now in San Francisco, and all this reminded:,. 

me of the pleasant visit we had. in Moscow last summer. — 

δ" have been busy lecturing on peace, 

Helsinki, Moscow, and Indonesia, pnd an enclosing sone 

clippings. My trip to Djakarta as 2 representative of 

Women Strike for Peace Was ποσὶ interesting. I an 

doing ell I can now to encourage expression of feeling _ 

here about our role in Victnan. the. color pictures 1 

—‘teok of all these places, including some nice onss of 

Moscow and Georgia, make ny talks more vivid. ; 

τ τ 

With sincere hope for peace in the 

new year I revain 

| Yours sincerely; 
roms 
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‘By James Benet 

+ An eye-witness account of 
' ἐδ current situation In ea 

torn Indonesia was brought 

+ 

nent Bay area artist, 

- Emmy Lou Packard. 
whose works adorn many ἰὸν 
cal ho | 
‘ings, also returned with a! 
pessimistic view that United: 

| States influence ἐς waning in | 
* the Eastern world. But she | 

‘wes full of enthusiasm for the; 
beauties of Indonesia and the. 

- 

' 

TT a taper tire σαι ας. 

+ 

“| 

(atta τον ἀλινμ κε τὰ ATE s Pee eS EO gue τα 

Bal. " ἐξ . 
sae 

a 

back last week by ἃ promi { 

fk 

mes and -public build. |: 

. tanta ν 

| } ΜΝ 
: «ὦ ΟἸΞΙᾺ + 

Η i Ἀπὸ Ὁ 

| τὐξυπλααα σεῖο 

NOSTILITY ; 
Sukarno fy playing ἃ re- 

| snarkably skillful part in pre- 
serving a balance among the 
Communists, the even larger 
religious parties, and the rall- 

' tary, she concluded, 
he and her fellow-observ-, 

ez, Mrs. Philip Stern of Mir 
ami Beach, Fla., encountered 
great bitternéss and hostility 
ΠΟΤ the other delegates, 

she sald. 
; “Many refused to talk ta us 

at first,” she reported. “And y extraordinary artistic crea.: " 
; tivity of ts people. ° \, when they did, they asked an-|. is Packsrd awent to Iu sny What are you ai 

; Monesia representing the: ΗΝ : Women's International Strike: ἽἼ think Vietnam has one 

for Peacee<as an observer more to consolidate these 
only, she stressed—at a con-|' Ftopte against us than ranye, ̓  
ference οἱ peace organiza. thing else we've ever done. ; 

; thomas, chiefly of Asia and Af- “Our military, might]! 
* wea Her Indonesian hosts éoern't win friends. We seem 
(e ghe said, were very cha to be lestng the peoples of the [Ὁ 
᾿ς Zrined that ths explosive;| 70: ft 
; events in swhich four generals | | GAUGUIN 
|) were assassinated occurred |. αἱ There were South Vietnam-{2 
Ι | during the conference. ᾿ ‘ase delegates at the meeting, [Ὁ 

“ACCIDENT” " 
, They referred to it as “the 

aceldent,” and told a tangted 
, ΔΈΟΣ of plans and attempts 
}. at coups end counter-coups, 

the sald, with the U.S. Cen- 
_ tral Intelligence Agency 
« backing ons army faction 
ΞΖ and the Communists the οἵδ. 
; tt, 

But whatever went on be- 

,* She had an armed feep escort 
wherever she went, she re- 
ported, and when the dele- 

_» ‘gates visited Indonesian 

hind the-scenes, Miss Pack.! 
and saw the evidences of ex- 

eee 

τ᾿ ποκα ae Par, . it 

‘President Sukarno at his pa 
ace they went through 

“Reports of the Communist 
party being outlawed were 
exaggerated, the believes,’ 

ne soamunists peaceful. 
participating in parades. 

And the Indonesians told het , 
that to outlaw them would 
probably cause civil war, 

aan bch ἢ 1 Sesh Nm A My mE ag cee 

treme tenslon and danger, it before’ he went to Tahiti,” 

}.| £f2at French palnter Paul 

barbed wire to get there, and|, ‘It’s 
saw tanks stationed around | try.” 
it. 

zince on visiting Bali she saw. 

She said, and they expressed : 
confidence of ultimate milf 
Lary victory and declared 
that U.S, bombing has simply 
increased resistance among |’ 
the Vietnamese, 

The happier part of her tep 
was a visit to Ball and other 
parts of Indonesia for several 
days after the conference 
concluded on October 20. 

“Gauguin should have seen 

sald Miss Packard, whose 
work has sometimes been tro 
compared with that of the 

Gsuguin, 

HANDICRAFTS 

L 

— 4 i ! . ῃ 1 1 
fg nrtemamnees aan an ee a ee thy 8. αν 

Bar 

pure Gauguis coun/velopment of handicraft; | 

“! ας 

᾿ i 

va ' } 
At ἃ nou-Communist coun: The raountains tezraced'eny  Traonesta also tries. to with rice paddies are marvels nlay the part of mediator in 

ous to see, she commented; bringing people from all 
and equally impressive is the parts of the divided world to) 
apparent ability of 

to produce beautiful arts 
handicrafts ὦ batiks, Wood 
carvings, masks and other about, 
iworks. τς t ΕἸ - 

hat be ha γμφ. ἀν καὶ Te. γε 

¢ace 

veryone Sether to discass world prob. 
‘ ang emt she sald, and that.was 

how th ὃ conference of the 
organizations came; 
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To whom it may concern: 

a . τσ who has studied with:we for the past 

ji” | four and onej=nalf years, is in sy opinion a young man of 

' most unusual musical and intellectual endowment. His ap- © 

: ες proach to music is fresh and creative, and yet As ‘based 

ες on -wusical common sense. He also possesses ‘the gift of 

self-discipline and does not take his artistic responsi- 

bilities lightly. His pianistic development has been ‘in- 

pressive and convinces me that he will eventually be a 

first class pianist. . 

(signed) William Corbett Jones 

> 
Notes on Willian Corbett Jones: 

William Corbett Jones, brilliant American pianist, 

was born in Manila in 1929. His teachers have ‘included 

Alexander Lieberman, Lili Kraus, and principally, Adolph 

Baller. For three consecutive years he was recipient of 

the coveted Alfred Hertz Memorial Scholarship in Music 

from the University of California. He is now on the fac- 

ulty of the San Francisco Conseratory of Music. Since his 

debut in 1954 at the San Francisco Museum of Art, Mr Jones 

has concertized widely throughout the United States, Hawaii, 

and Europe, both as recitalist and with orchestra, He has . 

4 appeared six times as soloist with the San Francisco Sysph- 

ony. He possesses a remarkably large and varied repertoire, 

which, in addition to most of the romantic literature, en-' 

compasses such formidable works as the Bach Goldberg Var- 

dations, Art of the Fugue, Inventions, Beethoven Hanuerklavier 

Sonata, and most of the sonatas of Motzart and Schubert. © 

Excerpts from the press: 

ta first-rate talent...superd playing..." 

| John Voorhees, Seattle Post~-Intelligencer. 
ra 

| "William Corbett Jones had the daring, the musicianship 

: and the ability to give a splendid performance to that 

colossus (the Goldberg Variantions)..." 

Alfred r_ankenstein San “ranciseo Chronicle 
ἌΣ i kn htc το σοοοι,5,... 5 1Ὁ0..................Ἅ aca 

ἐπ 
F 

Jo PB OSHS 



a Le oo ας τὸ cake ἢ 

wm ate anf fA Ar ae AD ΠΟΥ ΣΣΧΟΣ mts 
ug π 

ΤΌΝ 
ra “ 

TA 
wo 

comm bee Mle nt 

has studied Harmony, Counterpoint 

and Composition unde nstruction for more than {wo years,” 

Noticing, since my first examination, his very good musical 

disposition and aptitude for composition, | started him in the 

iy re of Harmony and Counterpoint. His progress, since the 

the fbginning, has been very rapid through his exceptional diligence 

in study, and his natural talent. ᾿ 

Now he is progressing farther in the study and practice of advanced 

Harmony, Counterpoint and Fugue, instrumentation, forms and free 

composition of vogal and instrumental music. 

} shall recommend him highly as wn exceptionally diligent and 

talented student, . 

: Maestro Giulio Silva 

~ January, 1905 

Dr. Julto Silva, inter» 
 natlonally = koown mut! 

clan and volte deacher, 
. celebrated his 9th birth: 
day yesterday surround: 
ed hy devoted pupils, 
past and present, and'a 

eoterte of admiring 
friends. 
Stiva, dressed in ἃ 

smart blue lounge coat, 
was honored at bis home 

“which he folned when It 

fe — Ua Bel Ff —2 

in Novato with a cham 
palgn toast proposed by 
tenor James Schwabach- 
er, 8 former pupil aud 
head of the Spring Opera 
in San Franclseo. 

Silva ΜΠ] teaches at 
the San Francisco Con 
servatory of Musle, - 

was established 39 years 
ago. 
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You are one of $8,000 students being awarded this Letter of Commendation: on the basis of your : 

scores on the National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test. ‘Phis test was taken by more chan H 

, 795,000 students in over 17,600 schools in he spring Gl 1965, 

| ‘ 4 . : 

; Your test: performance places you amieng dle top two percent Οἱ this ‘your's sccondary ‘school : 
a 

ee 1 ἢ 

᾿ seniors and indicates outstanding ability to do διε σωβία! college work, You lave brought credit i 

| : ' : i 

i to yourse)f and to your schoo. 
ἱ 

1 . ' 

? 

᾿ The colleges which you named as your fret and second choices when you took the qualifying test Doe 

᾿ have been notificd’of your high standing in dhe Merit Program. If yeu wish τα infoim additional 

: colleges of your Camanenied Sanden! situs, yOu er an olf¢lal of your school should nouly the 

insticutions dirgetty, ' 

- 
᾿ 

ι : 

Your « lao! ind dhe National Mc δὰ ΠΟΙΆ ΠΡ Corporuion join in this commenkition, whieh ω 

ἐετένοα with the hope dt you will continue τὸ develop your talents Hough ΠΕΡ edugation + 
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‘| japeroxinate chronology of piano study 

Η 

1962 Haydn-Sonata Wo. 20 in F 
Sonata Ho.:14 in D ; ΝΞ τ 

Mozart~Sonata No. 12 K.332 f 

Sonata No. 15 K.545 | ' ἑ 

Allegro in-B flat ες ἡ 

Debussy—Preludes 1, 8, and 12 fron Book 1 
Mendelssohn~—Song without words op, 19 No. 6 

δὰ Schubert-various movenents from easy sonatas-such as 

the middle moveméntuof op. 14 No, l«, and the ; i 

Andante from op. 14 Ho. 2, and the Sonatinas in i 

G and F 
Schubert-various walzes and Laendler | * 

Scarlatti~Sonatas L.423, L.97, L.58, and L. 413 _ | 

J.S. Bach-most of time Little preludes and many galant | i 

‘pieces from the Anna Magdelana Notebook ' ᾿ , 

Chopin-Preludes in'A op28 No. 7, in 6 op. 28, in ¢ OP. 

| 88 No. 20, in Ὁ op. 28 No. ° . 

ΝΕ Mazurka op. 67 No. 
Mazurka op. 7 No. Ἢ ' 

Bartok-nost of the pieces from "For Children" 

Schuwann-Soldiers March 
Of Foreign lands and People 

i Wild Horsenen 

‘| os  Handael-Sarabende and Variations in d 

᾿ In addition I studied many pieces by early composers “such 

| as Byrd, L. Couperin, Purcell, Farnaby, etc. ' 
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UC depproxinate chronology of piano ‘study 

: 1963— 1962 Bach-conplete:: 2mpart inventions 
᾿ " \- Sinfonias No, 2, 3, and ll 

\, δ « Italgan Concerto, + 
: 

\ English Suite No. 6 in B 
᾿ Prelude and fugue No. 20 from Book 2, w. 1. c. Bee thoven=-Sonata No. l,in ¢ | 
Sonata Ho. 8, inc — . Hoa! BagateZles No, 1, op.33_ ᾿ : 7 

No. 3, op, 33 
Ho. 2 op. 119 

Liszt-Etude, "Un Sospiro" 
| Debussy-Préludes No. 7 and 8 from Book 2 So 

Préludes Ho, 6, 7, and 10 from Book 2d. | Ravel-Minuet and Forlane from "Le 
Brahms~Rhapsody op, 119 No. 4 

Rhapsody op. 79 No. 2 
Intermezzo op. 117 No. 1 ΝΣ εὐ οι ἢ Op. 118 No. 2 . 

Schubert—Inpromptu No. 2 Seite 45 | Prokofieff-Paysage op. 59 No.2 
Prelude op, 12 No. 7 

_ Vision Fugitives No, 2,10,1} and 18 Schumann-op 2 Papillons ΝΞ 
Scarlatti-Sonatas L449 | | ' L.104 ΕΝ ͵ 1.352 . 
Chopin-Preludes No. 3,17, and 20 

‘Hocturnes-op,: 27 Ho. 2 
Mazurkas-op, 7 No.2 | ; Op. 17 No. 4 | Op. 50 Ho. 3 
Polonaise No, 2 in E flat minor oe Z 

Tonbeau de Couperin" 

~~ . - 
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1964-65 

μον eee Le ET ET VT RS STF Β 

a 

approximate chronology of piano study 

Schumann—Sonata No. 2 in g minor 

Carnival Jest from Vienna op. 26 

Schubert—Sonata op 42 

Haydn—Pantasia in C major 

Capriccio in G major 

Mogart—Variations on "Come un Agnello” by Sarti 

Sonata No. Sin a minor 
Sonata No. 13 in B flat 

Kabalevesky~Sonata No. 3, lst and 2nd movements 

Chopin-Nocturne op. 37 No. 1 Ν᾿ 

Mazurka No.s 15 op.24 No. 2 
3% op.6° No, 3 
42 op. 67 No. 1 
47 op.68 No. 2 

Impromptu Ho, 2 in F sharp major 

Liszt-Spinning Song from "Flying Dutchman" by Wagner 

Debussy—Hommage ἃ Rameau 

Ravel-Sonatine pour le piano 

Bartok-3 Rondos qn Folk Tunes 

Improvisations op.20 . 4 

Roumanian Dance No. 1 op. 8a 

Bach-Toceata and Fugue in ¢ minor : 

Prelude and Fugue in a‘ minor transcribed by Liszt 

Preludes and Rages No. 6 and 16 from Book 1 
_ . No. 5 from Book 2 

Beethoven-Sonata No. 3, No. 17, No. 27 

Bagatelles No. 1 op. 33, No.3 op.33, No. 2 op 119° 

page 3 
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‘My exercizes have consisted: primarily of Hanon and 

Pischna. I play through complete scales, octaves 

and grpeggios by alternation every 5 days, generally 

devoting one hour and a quarter to technique every 

day. 

I an now practi¢ing about four and three-quarters hours 

a day, but only practiced an hour a day when I started, 

gradually working up to my présent asount. 

My lessons have been one every two weekse except during 

the simther, when I have weekly lessons. | 

I am now working on Mozarts C minor concerto and Beethovens 
χὰ piano concerto | 
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Dete: + 3/30/66 ! 
| Transmit the following in 

(Type in plaintext or cade) 

AIRTEL 
Via 

(Priority) ΩΝ 

παι Sane se A ne a et A nt ae ed el A i et So ee me an ee ae pen 

bed 
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100~428091) ! 

FROM : (SAC, NEW YORK (100+134637) Wy ; 

supszor: ἴδοι) ΝΞ ς Ry 

On 3/29/66, NY 694—s* furnished the following Ὁ 
information to SA ALEXANDER C, BURLINSON: ι BRR i 

On the afternoon of 3/28/66, ARNOLD JOHNSON οὐ ἢ 
informed NY 694—s# that.on Friday, 3/25/66, a number of fl 
telephone calls had been ‘received from Moscow, demanding 
‘that GUS HALL go immediately to Moscow and that the cP,USA Fi a 
delegation consisting ὋΣ HENRY WINSTON, JAMES JACKSON and iY) 
HY LUMER go to Moscow as soon as possible, avoiding any ‘stop- ἡ 7 
overs In“London or Paris, as"may “have been previously [ | 
scheduled, 

JOHNSON stated that on Friday, "the panic button 
was pressed" and that immediate attempts were made to 
arrange that the CP,USA delegation go to Moscow immediately 
as requested by thé Soviets. ‘The only one, however, who 
was-able ‘to go directly to Moscow was HY LUMER. 

Over the weekend of 3/25 ~ 28/66, GUS HALL was 
under constant pressure ~ particularly. by_a correspondent 
of _"Tass".to go to Moscow imnediately. Despite this 2. 
pressure, HALL adamantly refused to go,stating that “he ) 
could not and would not go." JOHNSON further advised that 
on Monday, 3/28/66, HALL conferred telephonically with RY 
LUMER, who was in Moscow. LUMER indicated to HALL that 

κ᾿ "everything was under control," 
a es by. " 1. τωρ a ςκ | NO 9 JGde SD fe! I = F 57 

Sane (3-Burdau (100-428091) (ΕΜκὺ epi | . > Οὐδμβοξοι ΘΝ Sib 5) Ae RM) yee od ee | 

=-NY - INV ay _ 

SS Uae 280-1308 ahh Kind gf APR 'T 18 
‘een 

ACB:eac . 

Sent Approved; .. 
‘ "Agent in Charge 



NY 100~134637 | 
| 6 ᾿ 

᾿ς Yn connection with HALL's telephonic communication 
with LUMER, 1¢ is to be neted that accerding to NY 2010-s# 
‘on 3/27/66. HALL reportedly waa told by LUMER that he had | 
discussed varlous problems in Moscow and there was ᾿ 
apparently no reason for changing plans. (It is believed 
this may have referred to HALL’s decision not to go to 
Moscow.) HALL, reportedly inquired whether there had been 
any reaction in Moscow to the greetings he had sent to 7 
LEONI) ILYICH BREZHNEV, First Secretary of the CCCPSU, 
ian connection with the 23rd Congress of the CCCPSU to 
be held in Moscow on 3/29/66, (Re greetings, see New 
York airtel 3/25/66.) HALL then instructed LUMER to be 

_ gure to-inelude "those two sentences", (As reflected 
_ An New ‘York airtel 3/25/66, HALL sent a greeting to Ὁ 
| "BREZHNEV via NY 694-s*ts closed channel. After. the greetings had been sent to the Soviets by NY 694~3%, 

according to HY 694-5", HALL decided that two sentences _ 
be added to the greeting. The sentences were to follow: 
the end of paragraph two, on page three of the message, 
as reported in referenced airtel, These sentences were, 
"The struggle for unity is the struggle for a proletarian 
internationalism, A rejection of unity in struggle is 
the rejection of proletarian internationalism". 

᾿ _ HALL made further inquiries of LUMER with respect . 
to whether or not the delegates had arrived as yet in ; 
Moscow, and was advised that some of them had been "stranded" | 
on the way, but would arrive momentarily. HALL further 
instructed that HY LUMER return to, the USA as soon as : 
possible before the 22nd of April, which 4s the rescheduled - 
date for a National Board meeting originally scheduled 
to be held in New York City on the weekend of 4/2 ~4/66, 
HALL advised LUMER that ‘he desired that the latter be “in 
New York to work on the CP,USA Draft Resolution, which. ! 
must be completed in time for presentation at the aforesaid 
National Board meeting. 

also inquired with respect to the Soviet HALL 
reaction to his letter of greeting to BREZHNEV. LUMER 
reportedly stated that "informally" the reaction had ‘been 

{ 

~ 2 w 
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NY 100~134637 ΝΕ vf ! 

good, but as yet the greetings had not been Noffictially" 
submitted to the Soviets. | ἘΣ | . 

NY 694-s* further advised that on the evening 
of 3/28/66, he visited GUS HALL at the latter's home | 
and found HALL in a particularly vicious mood. He referred 
to the fact that several phone calls had been received 
from Moscow insisting that he attend the aforementioned 
23rd Congress of the CCCPSU and that he had been further. 
"pressured" by a Tass correspondent to go to Moscow. He © 
was particularly disturbed by reason of the fact that as 
a result of telephone calls and pressure from the Tass 
correspondent, he had a "garbled" understan@ing of what 
‘was happening. He said he could not understand why the 
Soviets had not contacted him in this respect through 

NY 694=g#18 closed channel. HALL proceeded to excoriate 
the Soviets and the Italians saying that it was very likely 
a good idea that he did not go to the Congress because, 
4f he had, he would tell them that they do not have . 
"the correct line as regards the Vietnamese war", and 
that the CP,USA is the only Communist Party which does 
have the correct line with regard to the Vietnamese war, 
HALL further advised tha.’ informant that he intended to 
have his letter to BREZHNEV published in “The Worker", 
Since the said letter incorporated the. reasons why he 
was not going to Moscow at this time. Referring to 
several newspaper articles that he had read which suggested 
that upon arrival in Moscow HALL probably would be 

 “Gisciplined" and given "the pihk 4110", HALL stated . 
that he believed that ‘these. articles were the work of 

' “WYOHN GATES and the Fuller Brush Boys". (JOHN GATES. 
and the FBI). ὁ ἘΝ ' : 

With respect to the information above conceming 
HALL's being pressured by a Tass correspondent, it was . 
Anteresting to“note the following: 

Recording ΙΝ ῬΒΕΕΜΑΝ of the ὁ ὁ 6. 
Tass New York Office was in contact wn 3/24/66, with ἘΒΠῸ  ~'* 
‘BERT of “The Worker". (FREEMAN allegedly asked BERT whether | 

23. 



ΝΥ 100-134637' 

GUS HALL was atill in the US, as there was ἃ rumor,. 
reported by their. Washington Office of Tass, to the 
effect that HALL had made a speech abroad. BERT reportedly 
advised that HALL at that time was still in the Us, and 
suggested that FREEMAN contact ARNOLD JOHNSON at CP 
Headquarters with regard ‘to this matter. 

The above 4nformant further advised that | 
subsequently FREEMAN contacted ARNOLD JOHNSON in this ὁ 
regard and was advised that HALL was still in New York. 

Also, aceording to the aforesaid informant, 
FREEMAN later contacted the Tass office in Washington, 
D.C,, and advised one "PETRUSCENKO” (phonetic) that HALL 
was still in the US. Upon PETRUSCENKO's inquiry whether 
HALL had any plans to leave, FREEMAN allegedly stated that 
he didn't know and did not wish to make any inquiries 
with regard to this matter, 

ες On 3/25/66, according to ART SHIELDS 
din Moseow, contacted HY LUMER.. L TELDS of the 
scheduled ‘flight plans he had to Moscow. .Later_in the da 
ART SHIELDS again contacted LUMER, according t 
and SHIELDS suggested that there be no delay in the departure 
of the delegation due to the bad weather conditions abroad. 

on: 3/26/66 a that LEONID 
PONOMORAY Cphonetie’, Θ ew York Tass Office, contacted - 
SYLVIA (believed to be SYLVIA THOMPSON) at "The worker" 
Office and stated that he needed her help. He asked. 
that she ascertain for him the names of the three individuals 
who were en route to Moscow. SYLVIA advised PONOMORAV 

| that she was not aware of the identities of these persona, 
but that she felt that CARL WINTER would have this 4nformation, 
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Sandy 

alge 
Captioned case involves the Bureau's. highly valuable 

confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communi- 
cations. transmitted to him by radio. Ῥ 

On 4/4/66, transmissions were heard by: .the Bureau's © 
| radio station at Midland at which time two.messages, ΝῊ "874 
; GR: 62' and NR 875 GR 50, were intercepted. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The .New York Office is aware of the contents. 
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Mr. J.-A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 



“ NR 874. GR 62 

01418 78701 58394. 

20209 47196 10709 

) 07462 80128 20221 

01241 55516 -38265 

50714 56944 33522 

» 61648 25964 50384 

95084 66824 

! 
ΓΝ ΟΝ ΝΕ “Sm “sage “oping gg τ΄, ἰὼ ἀπ “σ΄ πισσανὴ 

NR 874 GR 62 

76045 

52309 

35628 

96605 

88882 

54436 

83303 

57132 

26987 

97646 

75645: 

80352 

38764 

30292 

54795 

85514. 

75004 

78204 

4/ 4/66 

46529 71855 22303 

61926 38328 70560 

06077 ‘57938 14020 

82014 02576 52895 

60119 58196 66618 

62987 -78993.,84709 

te 
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NR 875 GR 50 47-4166 

98424 60029 78511 61295 82663 89597 56152 45423 48301 96129 

93795 40345 11454 21048 60919 31954 22244 77094: 64617 59845 

65832 88512 47482 06466 557143. 31724 55423 42610 55177 15162 

,͵ 24488 36385 481499 52a557 62576 54503 90107 89791 61206 71558 
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NR 875 GR 50 4/ 4/66 
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Memorandum Sipe 
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1 - DeLoach ele, Ragnar 
FROM : Mr. F. J. paungardaon/S fe - Sullivan Holes men 

| | | = Baumgardner “τ 
ΓΝ 1 = /Shaw Le 

SUBJECT. SOLO. 

INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST “ 

You will recall that Gus Hall, General Secretary, 
Communist Party, USA,. recently received a passport. There 
was immediate speculation that Hall intended to travel to 
Moscow, Russia, in order to represent the Communist Party, 
USA,. at the 23rd Congress of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union, which convened on. 3/29/66, However, Hall 
‘decided ‘not to travel to Moscow primarily because he now 
has a free hand in running the Communist Party, USA, and’ 
did not desire to: risk having any restrictions imposed on 
him by the Soviets. Hall sent a message to the Soviets | 
via CG 5824-S* who left for Moscow on 3/18/66. In.that> 
message Hall told the Soviets he would be unable ‘to attend 
the Soviet Congress because it was necessary for him to 
devote full time to the promotion of new program of the. 
Communist Party, USA. 

New York airtel 3/30/66, disclosed that NY 694~-5S* 
was in contact with Hall on 3/28/66. On that occasion - 
informant found Hall in a very vicious mood. Hall was 
incensed'over the fact that he had received several phone 
calls from Moscow insisting that he attend the Soviet 
Party Congress. In addition, Hall claimed that he had 
been "pressured" by a Tass (Soviet News Agency) correspondent 
to go to Moscow. Hall was particularly irritated over the 
fact that the Soviets chose to contact him openly rather 
than through the clandestine Solo communication apparatus, 

᾿ Halli proceeded to excoriate the Soviets noting 
‘that it was lucky for them that he did not go to the 

ι Soviet Party Congress because, if he had, he would have 
‘told them that they are following the wrong line towagsd 

| the Vietnam situation and that the Communist Party, USA, 
: is- the only communist party following the correct line. 

100-428091 CONTINUED-<OVER Ζ MGS poh ogy er bYwo- 2. BO OAR τ 57 
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Memorandum to Mr, W.:C,. Sullivan 
Re: .SOLO 
100-428091 

OBSERVATIONS : 

Information we have received from other sources 
fails to substantiate the allegations made by Hall that he 
has been pressured to go to Moscow. It is known that Hall 
conferred telephonically with Hy Lumer who was in Moscow 
as a member of the Communist Party, USA, delegation to the 
Soviet Party Congress, Lumer indicated to Hall that 
“everything was under control," Hall inquired as to what 
was the reaction of the Soviets to his message that he 
would not be attending the Soviet Congress. Lumer replied: 
that the message had not been officially submitted to the 
Soviets as yet. With respect to the inquiry made by a 
Tass representative, it is known that the Tass representa~ 
tive merely inquired of Arnold Johnson, Public Relations 
Director, CPUSA, as to whether Hall was in the ‘United: States 
or the Soviet Union. 

ACTION: 

For information, No dissemination is being made 
inasmuch as it appears that Hall has deliberately misin- 
‘formed NY 694-S* and dissemination could jeopardize the 
as this informant, 
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: sumecr:\ Ogono, 
INTERNAL SECURITY - .C 

On 4/4/66, ‘the New York Office furnished the text 
of ἃ message which the informant desired to send and: requested. 

that it be enciphered. The cipher text was furnished to 

New York on ‘the same day. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

ACTION: | al 

For information. Θ΄ ὅ 

Enclosure 

1 - Mr. Conrad 
2- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. d. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 

1 - Mr. Downing 
1 ~- Mr. Newpher 
1 

HS:dek 
Smee Nentianny 

(7) — 

\ poe Ekg δ ΑΡΗ 1966 

Νὰ Ν 
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NR 0000 GR 127 04/04/66 

REFEREECOACH), .fPLEASEHANDITHI SITUGH OHUg).[S TEPUN IND [CULT 

URALATTACHEFROMNES [CASH IERF A IRL |SAWCARPIAND|I OL DHERCO 

LOURPH INTSF ORCARPWERERECE 1 VEDANDONHAND|. WEIL Sosa 1 
HATH3OaCOLOURPRINTSHEREILWAYS|THECORREC TAMOUNTE στη 

| elven). Hels roftuaThWestRererceeneerWash NoovelrHREENE 

EKSAGOANDIOLDHINTHIS||I || SDIFFICULTFORMETOBEL reVeltH 

ISFORI TPUTSMEMNDOURREF EREE|I NABADL IGHT|-PBADLIGHT):{TH 
ESE ACTSMUSTBE|ASCERTA INEDONCEANDFORALLIIMMEDIATELY|, 

AWAIT OURREPLY|.B1RCHL 
POS a ee OO 

NR 9000 GR 127 

84352 

00467 

“72787 

99469 

89976 

064354 

79047 

80062 

41006 

13346 

49735 

06888 

86777 

46944 

58574 

75344 

99958 

$4295 

32875 

60044 

80127 

479724 

69$52 

53644 

08356 

07094 

41577 

13804 

55546 

66764 

72081 

86864 

94178 

81374 

34054 

85852 

02290 

50761 

59852 

96840 

66398 

06023 

80311 

04314 

V6384 

66045 

89546 

97507 

25306 

26725 

84969 

86008 

66587 

27643 

06972 

22629 

55385 

56557 

96902 

69688 

26364 

88985 

60694 

81972 

582415 

62104 

383950 

78007 

28507 

76449 

86195 

14756 

49956 

20259 

97940 

60486 

79419 

/ 

04/04/66 

45809 

35674 

18579 

QUS0L 

82512 

00630 

96637 

94433 

5$989 

99354 

67209 

77676 

0O 

66975 

09875 

48967 

87209 

65206 

97368 

66498 

80009 

29446 

06373 

28795. 

00238 

5280 
5132 1 AVE7OSTIR 

07293, 

42147 

16484 

85696 

81633 

19648 

02824 

17366 

$5470 

64735 

47547 

69336 
qf- 

ti Cage dane et eH pe - - ἔραν ee κὰν τιον: pcr ey “ap τ el . — — Sa mek tee ala RA "-- τὰς TE om I TA ae τ των τομῆς" E ἀξερυεκαε. ON A” eA em Pe ae Al Na ER eli ea ee! came” fi hig eR at, 

46152 

82223 

$8457) 

53661 

95209 

64557 . 

396090 

89956 

15089 

Y4522 

᾿ 

72679 

= swrod Honive 

aA 

4 
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Date: 4/5/66 

Transmit the following -in 
(Type it plaintext or code) 

' | Via ATRTEL 

(Priority) 
ba πὰ ὅλωι rel nT re tet ort aie a Ri ee i ee ee ee ee arto sre i nt Sir it it te - ee Se να. παι 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

PROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100~134637) 

SUBJECT: sor ) a ζ΄ 

| On. 4/4/66, there were received from the Soviets, 
via radio, two ciphered = partially coded messages, the 
plain texts of which are as follows: : 

"we received fwo calls for microtransceiver operation 
on March 30 and April 1 and visited operation site number 
one on March 3] and operation sites one and two on April 2, 
No message was received. If necessary, confirm this 
Message today and we will be at operation site number two 
tomorrow." - 

Re above, see NY airtels 3/29 and 3/31/66, respectively, 
' reflecting that, owing to atmospheric or other interferences, 
Soviets! messages were not received in NY and as a result 
thereof, NY 694~s* was instructed to request that the 
Soviets! messages be repeated, ( 

fo Gus Hall 

“Hy Lumer can arrive on ‘April 29 direct from Israel. 
Message to Congress on unity received enthusiastically, 
published in Sunday's -préyda together with Winnie's speech, 

"“Pergon identical with 
σα 5824-sx" “2 f 

Sts  (100-428091) (RM) 8p. ἀρ, AR EO | I-chieago [130-16 aay Sram Raye 29 | ϑ 1} BO If : 
ΤῊΣ δα τ Sib (¢ PTALANOV) (341) εἰ τα -ὖ w SU 

1-NY 100-134637 (41) 6 APR 8 1966 

| 

(8) ” 

Approved: χάχα. OV; δε mene M | Per 
ΝΣ APR 1 Gpageral spgent in Charge 

iS 

Ae 



NY 100-134637. . 

Re above, see NY airtel 3/30/66, page 2, reflecting 
that GUS HALL had desired that HY LUMER return to the USA 
on or before April 22. See also, with respect to "the 
message to Congress" NY airtel 3/25/66, page 2, which. 
contains GUS HALL's greetings to LEONID ILYICH BREZHNEV, 
First Secretary of the CCCPSU,on the occasion of the 

_ 23rd Congress of ‘the CCCPSU. — . 

For the information of ‘the Bureau, and with reference 
to the first message indicated above, the confusion between 
NY 694~S* and the Russians concerning signals given by the. 
informant was the result of the informant giving the wrong 
Signals. He intended to give signals requesting a repeat 
of the radio messages, when in reality the signals given 
instructed the Russians to accept a microtransceiver 
message. This isbeing straightened out by the informant. 



Novos, e oo ω 

- ΒΟΌΤΕΙΝ ENVELOP 
Date: 4/4/66 

Transmit the following:in 

ΒΕ ΒΝ (Type in plointext or code) 

Vig AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL 
(Priority l 

TO +: DIRECTOR, FBI £100-428091) 
| Attn: FBI Laboratory 

‘ FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Ge 
185-0 

On 4/2/66 there was received at a Solo drop box 
maintained in Chicago, I1l., an air mail envelope from 
CG 5824-S*, postmarked Moscow, USSR, 3/28/66. Contained 
therein was a clipping from the 3/24/66 issue of "Pravda," . 
which concerned the new program of the CP, USA. We believe 
that the only significant feature of this communication is 
the date of the clipping which may be meant to convey the 
date on which CG 5824-S* arrived in Moscow. Additionally, 
At may merely be a signal to indicate he is well and func- 
tioning in Moscow. However, in the event greater signi- 
Licance is to be placed on this, there is enclosed herewith 
for the Bureau one Xerox copy of this clipping and the FBI 

| Jaboratory is xeauested to expeditiously furnish Chicago 
ind ΝΥ ἃ full translation of this aPtigle se Te WLI Ῥὸ 
available when CG 5824-S* returns from the oy rent Solo 
Mission, 

vic | 
Bureau, (Enc. 1)(RM) 

-~New York (100-134637) (Info) (RM) 
1-Chicago 

WAB: MOW 
(6) Hes | 

| wt 89° 7 IBIS aw 

A ." ι 

᾿ BADD ἜΤ OF 

Apptoved: ὦ» δ 1 M Sent "--ΝΨΟΝΤ Per 

\ Spec) Lil dn hin Charge | δῚ APR ST age οὸ 
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UNITED “STATES GOV MENT Φ 

Memorandum 

TO 

΄ὴ wee 

CS - 

SUBJECT: SOLO 
IS-—-C€ 

DIRECTOR, FBI :(100-428091) DATE: 4/5/66 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub F) 

ReBulet dated May 4, 1960, and CGlet dated March 
4, 1966, 

ReBulet instructed Chicago to set forth a monthly 
accounting of all receipts and disbursements of ‘Solo and CP, 

ι USA Reserve Funds in possession of CG 5824=S*, Set forth 
below is such an accounting: 

Balance of funds. in possession of 
CG 5824-S* as of Repruaty 28, 1966 

Solo 

Maintained in cash in safe 
deposit box, Mid-America 
National’ Bank, Chicago, 
Illinois $110,000.00 

Maintained in cash in safe 
deposit box, Michigan Avenue 
National Bank, Chicago, 
Illinois 39,855,55 

CP, USA Reserve Funds 

Maintained in cash in safe 
deposit box, Michigan Avenue 
National Bank, Chicago, 
Illinois. ὃ EX Yog .26 

Additions REC- al 

Solo and CP, USA Reserve Funds /00- 72 1590. -- 515 

None. a ie au (RM) 
Qy pur York (RM) ee weer 

(1 - 100-128861 (CP, USA - Reserve 'Funds) 
(1 = 100-134637 (SOLO) ; 

1-Chicago . 
RWH: ΜΌΝ 

(5) ilo 

G5 APR 14 1966 



CG 134-46 Sub F 

Disbursements 

Solo 

On 3/14/66 as purchase price for 
Cross Brothers ballpoint pens and 
fillers; Parker "Pieces of Eight" 
ballpoint pens and fillers: and 
miscellaneous gifts and gadgets 
to be presented on behalf of CP, 
USA to leading CP representatives 
abroad $100.00 © 

On 3/18/66 as purchase price of 
hose, blouses, and similar items 
gecured as gifts for wives of 
leading CP officials abroad 29.90 

On 3/18/66 as purchase price of 
ballpoint pens, tillers, and other 
miscellaneous items for use as 
gifts to CP officials abroad 20, 00 

On 3/18/66 as purchase price paid 
for art piece (portrait of -GUS 
HALL’s daughter BARBARA) secured 
on HALL's instructions and sent to 
daughter early April, 1966 

Balance of funds in possession of 
CG 5824-S* as of March 1, 1966 

Solo 

Maintained in cash in safe 
deposit box, Michigan Avenue 
National Bank, Chicago, 
Illinois 

CP, USA Reserve Funds 

Maintained in cash in safe 
deposit box, Michigan Avenue 
National Bank, Chicago, 
Tilinois 

125.00 

Total $274.90 

$149, 580.65 

«26 
‘Minmatar eter eerie peter perpe 

Total $149,580.91 



-+ Φ 6 

CG 134-46 Sub F 

It will be noted that as of February 28,.1966, 
the source maintained $110,000.00 in cash in the Mid~ 
America National Bank, Chicago, Illinois, which money 
is in a safe deposit ‘box maintained in a confidential. 
identity for the source. Since source is presently 
traveling abroad under that identity, the above-noted 
funds were transferred to a true name box by CG. 6653-8 

on Mareh 21, 1966. This transfer was made ag a precaution 
to avoid the possibility of control being lost if some 
unforeseen’ event might take place during the course of 
CG 5824-S*'s travel. This. money will be returned to the. 
box at Mid~America National Bank upon,the successful conclu~ 
gion of CG 5824-S*'s current Solo Mission. 
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: UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

9 ~ “Memorandum ΝΞ 

voll ΣΙ 
DIRECTOR, ‘FBI (100-428091) . DATE? 4/5/66 

SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637A) 

- ¢ 

Remylet, 3/4/66.. 

The records of the NYO reflect the following b 
transactions regarding SOLO funds during the month of 
March, 1966: 

* 

CREDITS 

4/1/66 On hand 4 $1 210,533.78 

DEBITS 

3/2/66 To LEM HARRIS 
for stock investments 
for the CP, USA $6,000.00 “ 

3/7/66 To HELEN WINTER, for ες χὰ | 
National Office, 
CPUSA expenses 10,000.00 

3/21/66 To HELEN WINTER, for AL 
travel expenses of the RE 
CPUSA delegation to “sooo. /0o.- UZ0 4) 41 i} 50 
23nd Congress of the 
CPSU 

a πασοσαν Ι ᾿ 72, 

«ful By, APR, 1966 
Bureau (RM) 

= Chicago (ahs B) (RM) j —e π΄ 
- NY 13 
- NY sao (a) (0) Ἔ (CPUSA-RESERVE FUNDS) (42) | 
- NY 100-134637A (41) 

= sil 



αν 300-134637 
t 

3/21/66 To NY 694-s*, for 
. deposit in his own 
business account. 
at the CB, N.Y.T. | 
Company. | $4,000,000 

3/29/66 To GUS HALL, $6,000.00, 
$2,000.00 of which. HALD 
indicated is for 
AvIM.S, 6,000.00 . $32,000.00 ' 

| | $1,178,533.78 

The above balance, $1,184,533.78,- as of 3/31/66, 
is maintained as follows, according to NY NY 694-g% 

Vault ~ 67 Broad St. Branch of ¢.B.N.Y.T. Co. ‘$298,000.00 
Vault - 20 Pine St. Branch of C,.B.N.¥.T, Co. 203,609. 00 
JACK BROOKS Regular Checking Account #1 

᾿ς (991-228919), 20 Pine St. Branch of C.B.N.Y.T. 28,374.78 
JACK BROOKS Regular Checking Account #2 

(001-232835), 20 Pine St. Branch of C.B.N.Y.7. 32,345.92 
JACK BROOKS Regusar. Checking Account #3 

Ὁ, (002 3792), 20 Pine St. Branch of C.B.N.Y.T. 49,204.08. | 
NYO vault at Manufacturers! Trust Co., 

69th St. and 3rd Ave. , NYC, | 567,000.00 

$1 ,178,533.18 

Note: "C.B.N,Y.T." above is Chemical Bank-New York Trust Co. 
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UNITED STA’ TES GOVERNMENT πλῷ 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE = 
TO : Mr. We Cy suiivép DATE: April .8, 1966 = 

1 ~ DeLoach Soe a 
FROM i Mr, F. J. Baumgardne 1 - Sullivan Helte§ aman 

1 = Baumgardner GORY κκονσπουσ 
1 =~ Shaw 

SUBJE ee, i. an 

ἋΣ RNAL SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST 

My memorandum of 3/8/66 set forth in receipts 
and disbursements of funds from the Soviet Union and Red China 
by the Communist Party, USA, during the month of 2/66. The 
following schedule shows the present status of these funds, 
together with disbursements during 3/66. 

SUMMARY: 

Total received from the Soviet Union 9/58 to 3/31/66.$3, 795,639.00 
Total ‘received from Red ‘China 2/60 to 3/31/66....ese¢ 

|Grand total received 9/58 to 3/31/66. .ccccccccseseses 3,845,639.,00: 
Total disbursements to. 3/31/66. .cccccucsescecseccceose 2,517, 524,87 

Balance of Fund 3/31/66. eecseesessccvercerccsvadhy 328, 114.43 

This balance is maintained as follows: sha ᾿ς 
Ἐν wale 

$1,178,533.78 by NY 694~S* in New York City. :’ 
149,580,65 by CG 5824-S* in Chicago, Illinois. 

DETAILS: 

Total received from the Soviet Union 9/58 to 2/28/66.$3,795, ,639 .00 
Total received from Red China 2/60 to 2/28/66...ccecee 
Grand total received 9/58 to 2/28/66. cesccccecccecees 3,845,630-00. 
Total disbursements to 2/28/66. cccccocccsccsesecccsece 

Balance of ‘Fund 2/28/66... ccccoccccecccccccecese$l, 360, 389, 33 

DISBURSEMENTS DURING MARCH, 1966: 

3/2/66 - For stock market investment in. behalf of 
Communist Party, USA cacvcccccccsvessccesseed 6,000.00 

3/7/66 ~ ‘For operating expenses of Party's National 
Pty OFEACOreewberecseeeere ᾧ ᾧ Φ ἃ ᾧ ἃ ὶ ὦ ἃ ὦ ἃ ἃ ἃ ἃ ἃ ὁ ὁ ὁ ὁ ὁ 10, 00 .ὸ 

᾿ | [14 100-428001 | ig lt V 140! ale. Ι- [4 72 
wap h REO 29 ΤΡ J 

6 APR 13 1966 

QE APR 15 1306 _ 
—_eee 



‘Memorandum to. Mr. Ἢ, C.. Sullivan 

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS FOR MARCH. 1966, eovereresesnevneoer o> 

‘Re: SOLO 
'100~428091 

3/14/66 - For gifts. to be presented to Soviet 
Communist Party officials by CG. 5824=S¥*....$ 

3/18/66 - For gifts to be presented to wives of 
Soviet Communist Party .officials..ccccccecs 

3/18/66 - For oil painting of Barbara Hall Conway, 
daughter of Gus Hall, General Secretary, 
Communist Party, USA (purchased on Hall's 
ANSTLTUCTIONS) weccccsecccvcccvacccecsvecseceee 

3/21/66 - For travel expenses of Communist Party,,. 
USA, delegation to the 23rd Congress. of 
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union.... 

3/21/66 - To NY 694~S* for deposit to informant's 
business account per instructions of 
GUS. HALL. ccccceccssccscesencccesesceseeeess 

3/29/66 — To Gus ‘Hall who. indicated that $2,000 was 
for Party front, American Institute for 
Marxist Studies, (Hall did not indicate 
what he intended to use the $4,000 for).... 

100.00: 

49.90 

125,00 

6,000.00 

4,000.00 

6,000.00 

32,274.90 

BALANCE OF FUND=-=-MARCH 31, 1966... .. ον σού. 6622 222..9},328,114,43 

ACTION :. 

attention each month, 
are not to be disseminated, 

None, This memorandum is submitted for your information, 
An up-to-date. accounting :of Solo funds will be brought to your 

Details of the accounting of these funds 
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. Ὁ to ae - Mir onrad aw DATE: April 1}, 1966 Rosen moe 

᾿ΘΟΘΘΟΝΝΜΟΝΝΟΝ 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT | Ὀεὶ φορὰ meee 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE === 

C. F, Downing 

501, ! ζ΄ ' ν 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly vaiuable 

confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communi-~ 

cations transmitted to him by radio. 

‘On 4/11/66, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at which time three messages, ‘NR 564 

GR 98, NR 317 GR 43 and NR 874 GR 62, were intercepted. 

NR 317 GR 43 and NR 874 GR 62 are repeats, and are, 

respectively, the subject of my memoranda to you: dated 3/31/66 

and 4/4/66. As the former was badly garbled previously, its 

plain text and cipher text are attached. The plain text and. 

cipher text of the new message, NR 564 GR-98, are also. attached. 

The -New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

1 
" F 

OCLs -- «13 lo 
Ric 29 ἡ OO- 5.5 OU ~ | 

| 6 APR 18-1966 
Enclosure 

1 =- Mr, Conrad | 
- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 

Mr. ‘Downing 
‘Mr. Newpher 
Mr. Paddock i te Ὁ 

WP :dek “ὦ 

7) 

Ψ yxcLosuBe 

BADR 15 1966 



83460 81591 

12951 50308 

65147 25287 

05407 18986 

42638 $8108 

46661 8y328 

93682 96064 

41930 84536 

50183 32110 

80345 63000 

NK 564 GR 98 

NR 564 GR 98 

30923 94994 

21397 77436 

62508 70159 

77887 415896 

89803 30614 

75587 13381 

70763 34283 

68643 98697 

54984 27955 

43586 86275 

4/11/66 

28560 95479 

57299 41056 

43529 55134 

89106 25424 

99396 73567 

71918 14097 

07190 12919 

94484 20259 

75831 46982 

43307 67790 

19868 

75734 

78643 

75693 

77574 

64757 

22283 

08071 

19989 

17051 

4/11/66 

4/11/66 

98288 21581 

76386 31528 

81362 93318 “ 

84321 22139 

03877 01211 

28579 48131 

47433 10889 

04309 92891 

98494 09949 

v 
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Φ ὔἷ 

ΝΗ 517 GR 43 4/11/66 

73933 80979 69752 28778 46720 42740 30863 87339 14036 39489 

15324 49993 37731 $9404 93460 41269 14792 08997 95959 72491 

(91686 89680 62259 71692 53441 01781 74343 36389 75147 38496 

94394 64056 48285 79420 87318 58532 23089 79866 95623 51032 

46347 57724 79315 

NR 317 GR 43 4/11/66 

WEAGREEM I THY OURPRUPOSA PNB I STERSEXCEPTSISTERKATELIT 

HAT|SHOUL DBEEXCLUDED), PLEASECHECKB I STERVENNY ' SADDRES 7 | 
S[-\WE[TH I NK|t TSHOUL Dey 259 asaYelsTREET|. 97 

3 b -yaoy- 54 / 00 ahs vanes | ἊΝ 

Ee ee τὸ τον 

42405 boners Wives “we ἐωένον δὲ 

Oe WAGs 
_ 

— 

— 
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! 17 ᾿ | Date: 4/11/66 

ot 7 | 
| Transmit the following in 

, (Type in plointext or code) 

ATRTEL REGISTERED 

(Priority) 

I ie a ce eR I nN ee te aE aE, me ποτὶ μὰ Ἂν peed Sek rate σαν τα yen ape ων. weet ot a “- meee ow oe bee we se es wo oe age pe, 

TO. 3 DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) . ἱ 

FROM : — SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) ζ΄ 

SUBJECT: | oro > : : 
 Is-¢ ᾿ | 

on 4/11/66, there were received from the Soviets, 
via radio, three ciphered, partially-coded messages. 

Me first message received is as follows: 

"Mo JACK CHILDS 

| on March 30 and April 1 we received four short 

signals. Our response was also four signals. This is why we 

went ‘to microtransceiver operation. Please inform us whether 

you receive our response well. Next microtransceiver operation 

4s number two. You may buy your toy in any toy or Woolworth 

shop. You may buy any toy suitableffor this purpose and let 

us know how it works. Radio message will be repeated." 
f 

The second message was a repeat of the message { 

received 3/31/66. See NY airtel 3/31/66. 

The third message was δ repeat of a 62-group 

message received 4/4/66. See NY airtel 4/5/66. 
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° Date: 4/6/66 | 
; | 

i Transmit the following in 
(Type in ploiatext or code) 

Via. AIRTEL | REGISTERED | 
(Priority) | 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) | f ἣ /) 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT: | goo > | 5 7 t ye 

On 4/6/66, :pursuant to previous arrangements, ΥΝ ἰ 
ΝΥ 694-S* transmitted to the Soviets a number of messages eo 
on microfilm, one of which was in cipher and the rest of κὶ 
which were in partial code. The plain textsof the ᾿ | 
aforesaid messages are as follows: | ς 

"GCCRSU ra Cane 
é 7 at 

"Please παρά τη τρῦτο message to person identic rr! . 
with CG 5824-S*, ‘Stepunin, Cyltural Attache from USSR Ὁ ag | 
Embassy Washington, saw.Jessica\s and told her that 
money for Jessica Smith was r¢geived and on hand. ,He also/f{ 
said that $30,000 was always the correct amount for the 
year. -He said that a USSR Central Committee member was in 
U.S, three weeks ago and told him this. It is difficult for “ΜΝ 
me to believe this for it puts me and our Central 
Committee in a bad light. These facts must be ascertajned Mee 

once and for all immediately. Await your mer 

Ἠ Η 
ΔΝ _ Gus Hall 

BUREAU (100- 428091) (RM) 
CHICAGO (134-46-Sub B) (ay-no 
NY 134-91 INV) (41) "4 
NY 105-14931-Sub C (NIKOLAT M. ἜΝ (341) 
NY 100-134637 (41) ΄ 
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The significance of the above message 18 as 
follows: 

According to NY 694-S*, he was told several days 
ago by HELEN WINTER that the latter had conferred with 
JESSICA SMITH who operates the "New World Review." 
JESSICA SMITH told WINTER that STEPUNIN, Cultural Attache, 
at the USSR Embassy, had visited her in NY and discussed 

_ the question in regard to how much money the Soviets were 
committed to give SMITH per year for the "New World Review.” 
STEPUNIN indicated that three weeks ago a member of the 
Central Committee of the CPSU had been in Washington and 
had discussed this matter with him. 

STEPUNIN informed JESSICA SMITH that she had been 
correct in her opinion that she was to receive $30,000 per 
year from ‘the Soviets for the maintenance of "New World 
Review," He also stated that his information was to the 
effect that yas} nad been sent to SMITH recently by the 
Soviets. (NY 694-S* noted that no money for JESSICA SMITH 
or the "New World Review" has been received through his secret 
channel during 1966.) 

_ SMITH is pressing HELEN WINTER for the money which 
she believes the CPUSA already has received for her. 

SMITH informed HELEN WINTER that in the ‘past 
she had dealt directly with the USSR Friendship Council 
from whom she had received funds for the "New World Review," 
She said she blamed NIKOLAI MOSTOVETS, head of the North 
and South American sections of the International Dept. of 
the CCCPSU for having severed her contact with the 
aforesaid USSR Friendship Council, She said MOSTOVETS was 
inimical toward her because she had written some articles 
which were critical of the Soviets. JESSICA SMITH said that 
when she mentioned this matter to STEPUNIN, he denied that 
MOSTOVETS had done any such thing. 
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NY 694-S* said that there 1s undoubtedly corftision 
with respect to how much money per year JESSICA SMITH and 
the "New World Review" are to receive from the Soviets. 

Ye | "9 | 
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The May lst Delegation For This Year 1966 Will Be: 

Israel Crystal “ 
Pat Toohey ~ 
Rose Kusnitz " 
Rasheed Storey* 
Helen Epstein~ 
Clara Colon « 

. ult 91 

Jesus Colon ~ 
Frieda Katz” 
David Katz oe 
Ted Bassett * 

"When these comrades arrive they will tell you 
who the Chairman of this Delegation will be, 

"After May 1 and tour they may choose medical 
treatment in USSR but that also would be up to you 1f you 
so choose. Some are veteran CP comrades, people such as 
Pat Toohey who worked for many decades, He is originally 
@ coal miner, All are fine and good comrades with many 
years of struggle.” 

Re above, see NY airtel 3/31/66, captioned "CPUSA- 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, IS-C," reflecting that, in addition to 
CP delegates mentioned above, ANN CRYSTAL of NYC and ARCHIE 
BROWN of San Francisco were to have been members of the May 
ist Delegation, 

"2, CCCPSU: 

“The following is the CPUSA May 1st Delegation of 1966, 
together with background information concerning them: Israel 
Crystal, Patrick Toohey, Rose Kusnitz (Rose Chernin), Rasheed 
Storey, Helen Epstein, Clara Colon, Jesus Colon, Frieda Katz, 
David Katz and Ted Bassett. 
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"Israel Crystal 

“Charter member of the CP, active member of 
the CP New. York Press Committee and CP Club Chairman. 
He has. been active iin the International Ladies Garment 
Workers Union (ΤΙ) for many years, 

"Patrick Toohey 

'oPiworker and active Party member, An old timer. 

"Rose Kusunitz (Rose Chernin) 

"Well known CP member in the Southern California | 
District of the CP, member of the leadership of the Southern 
California State and District Committees, and leader of the | 
Committee for the Foreign Born in that area. 

[ ΘΙ 
“Teader of Harlem Section of the CP, Leader of το 

"Harlem jobs for Harlem" in the CP Youth project. Member 
and leader of the New York State CP Committee. Member of the 
State Board of the NY CP. Age 28. While in Soviet Union 
‘Rasheed Storey will attempt to contact his sister who left 
USA several years ago. She is in USSR. She is a talented 
singer who has had ἃ mental collapse and is supposed to be in 
Moscow. 

“Helen Epstein 

| Nenber of the Clothing Workers Union. Member of ‘the 
New York State CP in charge of a New York CP Club. vO 

"Clara Colon 

"Member of the New York State CP Committee. 
Member of the Harlem Davis Defense Committee and foremost 
worker against the McCarran Act Committee. She has succeeded 
Elizabeth Gurley Flynnin defense work. One of the leading 
women in the CPUSA today. ' 

~ 4 
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"Jesus Colon 

"A, Puerto Rican and a member of ‘the National 
Committee of the CPUSA. He is a columnist for *®The Worker,? 
He is active in Puerto Rican work nationally and locally. 

"Frieda Katz and: 
David Katz 

"Members of the Ohio District Committee and members 
of the Ohio State Board of the CP. Very active in ‘the Civil 
Liberties movément and other CP work in Oh," 

f 

San Franeisco will be advised by separate communication | 
that ARCHIE BROWN will not bea member of the aforesaid 
CP Delegation to Moscow. 

"hk,  CCCPSU: 

"Must call to -your attention that to date no 
condolences or messages have been sent to the widow of 
Dr. Robert Hodes. You received all details on March 10, 
1966. Person identical with CG 5824-S* can help you with 
this. Memorial meeting for Hodes in NYC is scheduled for 
April 10, 1966. I again stress that condolences must ‘be 
sent by you through your institutions to this memorial meeting. 

| "Gus Hall" 

‘Re above, see NY airtel, 3/11/66, pages 3 and 4. 

"5, ‘Your radio message of April 4, 1966, indicated that you 
were at micro-transceiver sites 1 and 2 on March 30 and 

' April 1, 1966. My walkie-talkie to you on those days was for 
radio repeats which were five dots. Severe atmospheric 
disturbances resulting in poor signals, with many drop outs, 
‘prevent radio reception in that period. Therefore, I am _ 
stil] requesting that the radio messages of those days be 
repea ed, 
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"Please tell me where I can buy another whistle 
toy such as Ihave. It is possible that mine may not work 
properly, Our next micro-transceiver operation should 
Still. start with number 1 inasmuch as I was not there on 
those days. 

"Drop Jenniets correct address nuwnber is 259," 

"6, Drop Olga is next.” 
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AVAILABLE 

BESTCOPY 3  W/i2/66 

AIRTEL | REGISTERED 

τὸ : DIRECTOR, FBI (61-7665) 

PROM : SAG, NEW YORK (56-6909) ον οι ᾿ 

SUBIECTs od 5K ge 

EXTREME CAUTION MUST BE ΕΧΕΠΟΧΘΈΣ WITH RESPECT TO 

TENDS TO IDENTIFY N¥ 694-8, A VALUABLE INFORMANT, 

OTHER THAN HY Gouge, If SHOULD NOT BE INCLUDED--EVEN IN 
PARAPHRASED PORM-<IN ̓ ῊΣ INVESTIGATIVE SECTION OF A REPORT. 

ReBulat, 3/23/66, to CG, copy to NY, captioned 
CO 5824-s#," and C8 let to Bureau, copy to NY, with sane 

caption sents 4/7/66, both letters concerning investment 
un 

On 4/11/66, NY Goes advised as follows: 

— _ 

@- 8 ea 91<{s0L0 
1-100-3-102)( CPUSA-FUNDS-RESERVE FUNDS) 

a 134 AM 
ἘΠΕῚ δ Ὁ (8800) 

1 κα ay Pear : Ν 
1~ 80 aloe 4: 
Ἅ, « ay 100. tat (42) 
1. NY 100-1 ἐς SERVE runne) (22) 
Ἅ - Wy 56-6989 ita 

ACB smgb 

(13) ΝΕ } yf " fe yf 

: } GY ak | ee | 
| po ΜᾺ 22 1966 

id IAPR δ a0 υ 1800 
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With reapect to investment of CPUSA funds, GUS HALL 
has instructed NY 694-S* to arrange that a brokerage account 
be opened at the New York City office of L. F. Rothchild and 

Company Jn the name of MATTHEW BRENNIS HALLINAN, CPUSA youth 
leader, who resides in Belvedere, Califormla, and is the son 
of VINCENT HALLINAN, a lawyer closely allied with the CPUSA. 
Thies account, to be initially a small one of a few thousand 
dollars, will be under the exclusive control of NY 6G4-S%, 
and any profits derived therefrom are to be for the use of 

CPUSA youth activities. Concerning investments, HALL 18 

4nterested in stocks paying the highest return, and also in 
tax exempt municipal bonds. 

Application forma for opening the aforesaid brokerare 

account are to be filled out by MATTHEW HALLINAN and sent to 

the Τὸ. F. Rothehiid Company, and thereafter NY 694~-S* will 
pi for the purchase of stock. Without revealing 

t pecifically for whom the stoch 15. to be 

ure : any details with respect thereto, NY 60}}-38 
4s to consult the latter for advice regarding said purchase 

of stock. As regards HALLINAN, HALL indicated that HALLINAN 
eventually will be transferred to Philadelphia, 

With reference to stock market Investment of CPUSA 
finds other than thogae mentioned ahove, HALL informed NY 694-3 
that at the present time, CPUSA attorney JOHN ABT and CPUSA 
Reserve Fund functionary LEM HARRIS, as a so-called trust 
fund committee, are setting up a trust that will purchase 

stock, the profite from which will go to "The Worker. ἢ 

(In the opinion of the NYO, it would seem that the Party 18 
attempting to include "The Worker" in the category of 
beneficiaries of charitable or eleemosynary trusts, which 
ordinarily are tax exempt.) 

According to HALL, stocks to be bought by this 

trust must also yield as high a returm as possible. Brokers 

in the deal will be Newburger, Loeb and Company, New Yor) City, 

and the customers! man handling the account will be BARNETT 

SHEPARD, formerly a menber of the CP-Wall Street group. 
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. LEM HARRIS will be liaison between the‘ trustees and the 
brokerage firm for the purpose of buying and selling 
stock, and he will seek ad egard from "75 
varLlous sources, including ΝΞ 

HALL further advised that the trust fund 
ostensibly will be money received from anonymous donors. 

NY 694-S* further stated that HALL ἀ ἃ not 
disclose who would be designated as trustees of the 
proposed trust fund. 

The Bureau and Chicago will be promptty 
advised as soon as NY 694-S* obtains further information 
regarding this matter. 

he San Francisco Office is being advised by 
. separate communication regarding MATTHEW HALLINAN's 
connections with CPUSA etock market investments. 
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sac, Chicago (134-48 Sub B) April 18, 1966 

Director, FAD -(100~428002) Ἧ 
| ad A 

‘ , , μ 

ἴω) 3 ROGISTERED 
δ. 

Attached 4s the translation δ you requested eae airtel 
dated 4/ 4/ 66, 

The contents therecf, where pertinent, mist. be reported 
under appropriate captions and, afforded whatever investigative 
attention is necessary. 

COMM-FRI 

—-DAsposition of the forelgn language naterlal submitted in 
this connection fs set forth below: 
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‘Returned herewith, 
ΠΟ ΨΡΌΝΗΝΙ 

hacen | New sacra ttn ~ Rael 
eto yt - Mr, Sulfivan (Attn.: Mr. gardner, sent direct with enclosure) 
SLIGO ieboahat owe ns, . ᾿ δ ai , 

Tolson lei 
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TRANSLATION FROM RUSSIAN 

Among Fraternal Parties 

TASKS AND AIMS 

Draft of the New Program of United States Communists 

Inasmuch as the basic problems facing our people have 
become or are becoming critical, it can.be said that social 
tension and social conflicts are intensifying. The movement 
for emancipation of Negroes is the most dynamic element of 
rising waves of social action, : 

A very important role is played by the movement for 
‘peace, which Ὁ growing number of representatives of the younger 
generation, the intelligentsia, more and more women, those 
active in the movement for civil rights and representatives of 
labor unions and various religious groups are joining. 

New ideas are being felt in the labor movement. 
The implementation of new technology with its threat of mass 
unemployment and-more intense exploitation of those workers 
who succeed in holding their positions has started a number of 
strikes and given birth to a struggle between labor and capital 
‘which 15 exceptional in its resolute and intense character. 

Activity on the part of the younger generation in 
regard to such diversified problems as extension of academic 
freedom, civil rights, peace and opposition to ideological 
cultivation are clear signs of change in the country. 

All these changes are caused and stimulated by 
extensive changes on the world scene. 

As these movements and new modern ideas clash with 
the apparatus of the corporation and its organizations, the 
corporation faces the problem of political authority. 

In national, mass democratic movements, central 
attention is being given to the use of political pressure and 
reorganization of existing centers of political power so as 
to make these centers more easily susceptable to the pressure 
of the people and to make defeat more harsh for representatives 
of extremist groups. 

TRANSLATED BY: 3 he ; 
THOMAS MCLAUGHLIN, JR. :dek | 
April 12, 1966 mNICLOSURE " 

Jod~ “ἃ 5 53,.- 
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Alay v The following stage will represent a transition from 
political pressure to struggling for political power. It will 
be developed on the principle of recognition by national move- 
ments of the fact that what can be obtained as a result of only 
one force is insufficient, especially since that which is 
obtained in such a manner remains constantly threatened so long 
as an effective political power remains in the hands of the 
monopolies. ᾿ 

The third stage, the result of intense, direct conflict 
between monopolies and coalitions of their antagonists, will 
represent a transition from efforts seeking to obtain the goals 
and hopes of a people in the restraining chains of capitalist 
society to the liquidation of these chains and to the socialist 
reorganization of this society. This stage will follow after 
recognition of the fact the final victory over monopolies. 
requires reorganization of that social structure within which 
such monopolies are formed and flourish. This requires yet 
another movement in the political order of forces placing the 
strength of socialiam against the strength of capitalisn. 

‘Leftist policies which have no relation to matters 
interesting millions are similar to a locomotive which carries 
no freight. We, along with 50 million participating in the 
struggle for inflicting defeat on the ultra-right and -the 
influence of Dixicrats, carry out a atruggle against racial 
‘pegregation, poverty and repression and for all unconditional 
concessions which can be obtained through mass action on the 
part of our people. . . 

We are ready to join with others in attaining solution 
to various problems, even when we do not agree with them on 
other questions. | 

Inasmuch as millions are now striving for realization 
of their political goals under conditions imposed by the two- 
party system, participation in a struggle along with them means 

7 fighting on their grounds. This is what we are now doing. In 
doing this, however, we are making the following distinctions: 

1, We are warning against relying on moderate repre~- 
sentatives of the corporation apparatus, whether they are 
Republicans or Democrats, inthe hope that they will be a barrier 

.-to those of the extreme right or that through them it will be 
possible to obtain the fulfillment of the peoples’ demands. 

2, Everywhere and at all times we urge movements 
of the people to rely on their own independent strength, 
conviction and mobilization. 

= 2 = 
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3. We are striving for the creation of a coalition 
of peoples! movements on the basic principle that unity increases 
strength and therefore should strengthen independence. 

4, We are striving for the establishment of strong 
communist and leftist components as valuable activists of move~ 
ments of the people. Communists and representatives of other 
leftist forces possess such necessary qualities as farsightedness, 
loyalty and militancy. Inasmuch as they are conscious of the 
link between the struggle of today and the historic prospect of 
building a more complete social structure, they belong to the 
ranks of the most dedicated and tireless militants of our day. 

The draft of the program of the Communist Party 
characterizes in detail the situation of various segments of 
the population of the United States: workers in general and 
Negro workers in particular, farmers, intellectuals and small 
businessmen, The draft signifies the growth of a progressive 
mood among American youth. The Communist Party unmasks the 
theory of "class cooperation" spread by monopolies and several , 
leaders of the AFL-CIO, In concrete examples, the Communist ' 
Party shows the existence of harsh class struggle in the United 
States, This conflict, discussed in the draft of the program, 
creates the basis of social relations in this modern society, 
since in this society two irreconcilable classes participate 
ag antagonists. 

The Communist Party gives great attention to the 

situation in the United States labor movement. It points 
out that the most important task in this field is the transition 
from the purely economic and political struggle. 

The Communist Party notes signs of the birth of a 
militant character within the American labor movement. These 
are determined strikes, demonstrations against reactionary 
leaders of the labor unions and the resolute struggle of Negro 
workers, 

| All these changes reviewed by us are discussed in 
the draft of the program, These changes have occurred or are 
now occurring within the working class previewing the liberation 
of the working movement from the chains of the concept of "class 
cooperation" and its evident consequences. Ags soon as the 
working class. frees itself from this path, as soon as it acts 

_ ggainst corporations not only in mattere of improving jts. 

-paterial situations but also in matters concerning war and peace, 
which are matters of life and death, it will be able to advance, 
toward realizing its next historic goal, that of achieving 



political independence. Once this has been done, the working 
class will be able to fulfill its mission as a leading and 
dynanic force of a new anti-~monopolistic union of the American 
peoples. | | 

‘The existing two-party system encourages corruption J 
and cynicism, and prevents the expression of the people's will, 
The two-party system in its present form serves as 2 vise which 
monopolies use to restrain the social conflicts and movements 
of our era. ᾿' 

We are encouraging the maximum development of political 
struggle possible under the existing vise of the two-party 
system. We are of the opinion that the historic goal of this 
struggle should be the creation of a new party of the people. 
Whether this party, upon ita inception, will become one of the 
two principal parties or a third party, or even one among several 
parties, will be decided by history. This, however, is not 
basic and not very important at this moment. Aliso unimportant 
now is whether its nucleus will consist of that of an existing 
party in a reshaped form or a party which will be newly formed. 
The important thing is that it willl be a party completely 
different from existing parties. 

It will unite forces against monopolies: the 
working class, Negroes, independent farmers, intellectuals, 
gmail businessmen, individuals of free professions and other 
representative groups of the population. It will be democratic 
in its organization, 

The program of the new party will hurl a challenge 
to monopolies in the following basic and decisive matters: 
foreign politics, guarantee of economic well-being and actual 
equality for all,and expansion of democracy. 

Our program, undoubtedly, wlll differ from the pro- 
gram of the new party. Our program will go further from the 
point of view of future prospects, In other words communists 
are not only struggling for the realization of immediate goals 
and defending the immediate interest of the working class and 
the people, but they are also pointing out the perspective of 
the historical development of the country and attempting to 
establish a link between a struggle at any given moment and 
the struggle for the final goal - socialisn, 

Up to now we have talked about conflicts and goals 
of a struggle within the framework of the existing social 
structure, within the framework of capitalist society. We, 
communists, maintain that the social crisis can be fully 
solved only through the revolutionary transformation of the 
gociety, through the replacement of capitalism by socialisa, 

-.4 - 
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In the struggle against such evils as segregation, 
unemployment and the sweat system, we communists, proceed 
from efforts to satisfy those very ‘basic needs of the individual,, 
who is also our fellow worker, We hold our communist views 
because we have become convinced that communism promises the 
only principle and determined resolution of the problem of 
liberation from exploitation and oppression. 

Refornists strive for reform so as to prolong the 
existing structure. We are striving for reform, considering 
it as a basic part of the process hastening the change and 
replacement of this structure, Therefore we are of the opinion 
that in the process of struggling for reforms it is possible 
not only to strive for the optimum conditions for transition 
to socialism, not only more quickly to reveal the limitations 
of the existing structure, but also to create a national 
majority possessing sufficient enteiprise and; courage and democratic 
will for a basic reconstruction of American society. 
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UNITED STATES.GOVERNMENT 

M emorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE. s&== 

ΓΟ d0100 

TO i Mr, conrad WEES 

FROM *, Downing 

iy” 
SUBJECT: a 

NTERNAL SECURITY - C 

Φ ΤΟΙΞΟΣ sermon 

Delo OCD μκωαμοναινκών 

Μοὶ, 
Wick 

Contad sneer 

DATE: April 14, 1966 Ros 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable 

a 
confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communi- 
cations transmitted to him by radio. 

On 4/14/66, transmissions were heard. by the Bureau's 
‘radio station at Midland at which time two messages, NR 234 
GR 122 and. NR 875 GR 50, were intercepted. 

NR 875 GR 50 is a repeat, and is the subject of ny 
memorandum to you dated 4/4/66, The plain ‘text and. cipher text 
of the new message, NR 234 GR 122, is attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: : ᾿ " 

For information. 
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Mr. Conrad 

Mr, Downing 
Mr, Newpher 
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Mr, J. A. Sizoo, Mr. ἢ. G. Shaw) 
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NR 0264 GR 122 04414766 
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46229 70042 27755 26657 78515 16166 41855 47149 76413 46156 

wae 18773 45344 39005 19476 09205 88291 43664 45558 58768 73334 

73580 03878 53059 46377 83830 94625 42500 835586 39771 12785 . 

70696 80100 63735 34103 66165 15848 414734 02977 75929 02801 , 
τῷ. 6 ὃ 

87952 11644 64836 79819 25588. 75656 73804 69757 61097 05903 
— = {{) 05365 46185 25238 20770 50278 29672 87927 60052 Δ15491 29305 
“ 
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7 O 34001 88449 57248 73263 09599 55473..45277 72122 43484 78779 
. . Η ' 

Ὁ 200304 95652 14892 40482 87256 62744 .07861 50244 19550 $5736 
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i Tre smit the following-in 

(Type in plaintext ον tode? 

για... AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL | | 
(Priority) 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 5- 

On 4/11/66 there was received through a Solo 
drop box maintained in Chicago for CG 5824-S* two air 
mail envelopes postmarked Moscow, USSR, and bearing the 
dates 4/2 and 4/4/66. Contained in the envelope post- 
marked 4/2/66 was a clipping of an article from "Pravda," 
no date of issue shown, which appears to deal with HENRY 
WINSTON. Also enclosed in this same envelope were two 
copies of a 158-page pamphlet entitled, “23rd Congress, 
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union--Report of 
‘the CPSU Central Committee by L. Brezhnev." The envelope 
postmarked 4/4/66 contained two clippings from"Pravda", 
4/3/66, which set forth the text of three separate articles. 
One of these articles appears to concern itself with HENRY 
‘WINSTON and another appears to be the statement of the CP, 
USA regarding the 23rd Congress. The envelopes bore the 
handprinting of CG 5824-S* and one clipping bore the hand- 
printed comment, “Hi! Pravda 4-3-66." It is the opinion 
of the Chicago Office that CG 5824-S* had ‘penned the fore- 
going comment for the benefit of CG 6653-S ‘and that this 
was his signal to her and to the Bureau that he was well . 
and operating. ΝΣ : ey 

A Xerox copy of é¢ach of the above-mentioned 
"Pravda" articles is being enclosed herewith for the Bureau, 

|. and it is requested ‘that the FBI Laborator ΝΣ 6 ἃ full 

δὰ 
Bureau (Enc. 5),(RM) 4“, ΝΕ 

Ἕν κὸν York (100-134637) (Info) (RM) μ΄ 4 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

translation of each as expeditiously as possible and fur- 
nish Chicago and New York with copies thereof, 

There is also enclosed herewith for the Bureau 
one copy of the above-described 158-page pamphlet which 
is being submitted for the Bureau's information and which 
may be retained, 
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Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext ΟΥ̓ code} 
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’ a 

(Priority! 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100- 428091) 

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

7 SUBJECT: (SOL 
Γ Is πῷ 

Ἱ ἐγ 

By separate airtel to the Bureau on today's 
date, information is set forth concerning a communication 
received by this office from CG 5824-5*, in which he 
indicates the possibility that he will he ready to 
return to the United States about 4/22/66 or soon 
thereafter. CG 5824-S* also noted that the other 

‘ delegates of the Communist Party (CP), USA, to the 
i) 23rd Congress of the CP, Soviet Union, will not be 
eg}. returning to the United States until early to mid 

' May, 1966, and later. Thus, it appears that CG 5824-5 
13 will be the first of the CP, USA ‘delegates to return 

to the United States with a full report ‘for GUS HALL 
concerning his meetings with leaders of the international 

Communist movement. 

In view of these circumstances, it will be 
essential that intensive debriefing of CG 5824-5* be 
commenced immediately upon his arrival in the United 
States in order to insure that the Bureau has first 
access to the important information in his possession 
prior to his contact with GUS HALL and the CP, USA 
jeadership, Once CG 5824-S* has contacted GUS HALL, 

I New York (100-134637) (RM) 
1 - Chicago 

WAB/mes 6 AP’ 21 1866 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

the demands of GUS HALL upon the informant's time would 
probably cause an extensive delay in obtaining the 
intelligence data in the informant's possession. 
In addition, in order to insure absolute completeness and 
‘accuracy of all information received from CG 5824-S*, 
and in order to expedite the handling and dissemination 
of this information in a manner most advantageous 
to the Government, it is considered necessary that this 
debriefing be carried out by the two contacting agents. 

In light of the above, the agents responsible 
for ‘the handling of CG 5824-S* have been alerted and are 
prepared to take the necessary action essential for the 
-Anitiation of immediate debriefing of this source. In 
our opinion, CG 5824-S* will most likely enter the United 
States at Boston, Massachusetts, and after a brief ‘stopover 
there will probably praceed to New York City for conferences 
with GUS HALL, the CP, USA leadership, and NY 694-5*. 
If. the contacting agents proceed to the informant's point 
of entry in the United States, discreet and secure contact 
would be made there, thus enabling immediate debriefing 
and expeditious handling of the most pertinent intelligence 
information in his possession. This debriefing could then 
continue by these agents in New York City prior to and 
during the period in which the ‘informant is reporting to 
GUS HALL. 

‘Recommendation 

In view of the information set forth above, 
the Chicago Office recommends that the contacting agents, 
SAs RICHARD W, HANSEN and WALTER A, BOYLE, be authorized 
to proceed to the informant's point of entry into the 
United States as soon as Specific information is received 
aS to his destination, If this travel is authorized, 
the estimated cost to the Bureau in this regard is as 
follows if the informant arrives at Boston and proceeds 
to New York City: 

4 
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1 

Jet coach air transportation for two from 
Chicago to Boston to New York City and return, 
at $107..88 per AZONE acerca γεν νη ονου $215.76 

Per diem at $16.00 per day for two agents for . . 
approximately four DAYS cc eectrneesuncess $128.00 4 

Ground ‘transportation ‘at Chicago, Boston and | 
New York for two agentS....,.eese0ee0%0 $ 15.00 

Total $358 ,76 
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Date: 4/15/66 

| Transmit'the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

| Vie. AIRTEL _ 
(Priority) | sf 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
Fo . 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

SUBJECT: CSOLO_~ 
-C 3 | 

γ On 4/15/66 there was received at a Solo | 
22 mail drop maintained ‘in Chicago, Illinois, for the use : | 

of CG 5824-S* a communication from CG 5824-S*, whose 
contents are set forth below. The envelope was postmarked 
4/12/66 at Middlesex, England. 

4/11/66 

"I took advantage of a British friend to speed 
a note, I am well even if somewhat tired due to a A 
lot of work. It's all business; so far no 
theatre or ballet. I doubt very, much that I can | 
finish up here before the middle of the month 
or even a little later. I will then need some 
days or a week to take care of some business 
details in one or two other places. 

"I saw Abe Lincoln. He and his family were 
worried about Jim and relieved to hear that it \ 
was only minor surgery and only required three ι i 
days of hospitalization and a few days in the ΜΩ͂Ν 
country nearby for rest. Abe waseven more 
surprised to hear that Jim came to work a few times 

\ \ a week. I guess it pays to keep in good Shape. 
“4G 

N (>. 1 (RM) 
| 1 - New Y 100-134637) (RM | | 1), £UY. 

i - Chicage ‘ 687) (RM) en 70 - ψλγο). E44 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

"By the way, ἃ was thinking about Gimpy 
and his contracts. Try not to Sign them until 
I can talk to you. We cannot sell his stuff 
except in Small amounts, So why bother with it. 

"Y hope Spring is in full bloom and you are 
in good health, Please give my special regards 
to the family, especially my love to cheerful 
Yogila, and she is cheerful, is she not? 

"Tell Mr. Broadman that his letter was 
received with enthusiasm, I doubt that Hy will 
make it by the 29th, Most likely the first part 
of May after his Mediterranean crnise. Mr. Owl 
Eyes if still not here. Cannot buy his few boxes 
before May. JI wish him good luck after that. 
Mr. Cane will be back about the middle of May and 
Dandy later. 

"So IT will close with the hope that everyone 
keeps well and cheerful. 

"Carson Pirie 

"p.S, I forgot to mention that Peoria is getting 
ready for a big drive. He wants to share the 
Milwaukee store that they can enlarge their 
business at will and if necessary keep business 
going seven days a week and no one can stop them 
not even the biggest chain stores, They intend to 
open up new stores in the south and on a big seale." 

The significance of this communication, as 
interpreted by the Chicago Office, is as follows: 

CG 5824-S* utilized the services of one 
the British CP delegates to mail this letter, orobably 
JOHN GOLLAN, General Secretary, CP of Great Britain. 
According to the informant, he will be engaged in Party 

~2- 
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business, probably in East Berlin and Prague, a week or 
ten days after the middle of the month, which would mean 
that he would be ready to return to the United States 
about 4/22/66 or shortly thereafter. 

The informant's reference to “ABE LINCOLN" is in 
. reference to VLADIMIR (LNU), a representative of the 
Security Branch of the International Department, CC, CPSU, 
who is in charge of the Solo apparatus. VLADIMIR was 
expressing concern about the recent surgery undergone by 
NY 694-S* and expressed surprise that NY 694-S* had 
maintained his radio and drop contacts even during his 
convalescence, 

; "GIMPY" refers to ISADORE GIBBY NEEDLEMAN. The 
Chicago Office is not sure of the exact meaning of this 
reference to his "contracts." Perhaps NY 694-S* and the 
New York Office have better information by which to interpret 
this reference. Perhaps this is :in reference ‘to the purchase 
of Polish stallions which NEEDLEMAN had previously 
negotiated, but we are not sure. 

"YOGILA" is in reference to CG 6653-5. 

"Mr. BROADMAN" is GUS HALL, General Secretary, 
CP, USA, and this remark States that his greetings to the 
23rd Congress were received with enthusiasm, CG 5824-5* 
states that HY LUMER will probably not be back in the 
United States by 4/29/66 in view of his trip to Israel, 

“Mr, OWL EYES" refers to MAX WEINSTEIN of 
Chicago. ‘The "few boxes" refers to some Palekh lacquered — 

| jewelry boxes handmade in the USSR, which WEINSTEIN is 
attempting to purchase. "Mr. CANE" refers to HENRY WINSTON, 
and "DANDY" refers to JAMES JACKSON. 

Our interpretation of the "P,.S," has the 
following significance: 

The CP of China is getting ready for a big drive 

. 3 = 
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for leadership in the world communist movement, They 
want to Share the world communist leadership now held 
by the CP,0.,, and rio one can stop them, not even the 
CPSU and the other major Parties. The CP of China 
intends to start up new Parties or factions in South 
America, Africa and the rest of the world in a big way. 

The contents of this letter were furnished 
telephonically to the New York Office on 4/15/66, 
In the event the New York Office has any additions to make 
to the interpretation placed on this communication by 
the Chicago Office, the New York Office is requested to 
So advise. 

- 4 - 
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YNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Deon τεσσ 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE πὰ τες 
Foblahan een 

Sontad , 
ΥΉΟΝΝΝΝΟΘΝΟΟΝ 

Cole 

το | Mr, ConraaC/ DATE: April 18, 1966 pay ΞΕΞΞΗ͂ 
1 τ ¥ ἢ eevee eran 

ee 
PROM #1e. Room mean ; 

"» Downing HOURS μνανινυνανωπων 

Gay κασι 

Ὁ | 
suBJECT: ( SO | 

NTERNAL SECURITY ~ C 

On 4/15/66, the New York Office furnished’ the text of tw 
' i messages which-the informant desired to send and ‘requested that they 

be enciphered. The cipher text was furnished to New York on.4/18/66. 

The plain text and cipher text are.attached, 
(ez : 

ACTION: . | ny | | 

For information. 

δ τὸ 17,)66-- Y2509/— 5 fy 
4 Se 

REC / τ 

Enclosure 
G APE 22 866 

1 - Mr. Conrad 
«τ. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw): 

1 ~ Mr. Downing 
1 ~- Mr. Newpher 
1 - Mr. Paddock 

6%. in 261966 
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OPTIONAL FORM WO, 19 @ sorgerse 

NITED STATES GOVERNMENT: 

TO bate: April Mr. coma SP 

FROM Down in 6 

oO a al 

SUBJECT: τος ὧν 
{TERNAL SECURITY - οὐ 

cations transmitted to him by radio. 

P 

MemorandumROUTE IN ENVELOPE: 

18, 1966 

THULE νωντανσονμδσνσαω, 
Tele, ROOM πύσωνοι 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable 
confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communi- 

On 4/18/66, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station. at Midland: at which time two 
GR 122 and NR 241 .GR 193, were intercepted. 

NR 234 GR 122 is a repeat, and is 
memorandum to you dated 4/14/66. The plain 
text of the new message, NR 241 GR 193, are 

messages, NR 234 

‘the subject of my 
‘text and cipher 
attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: 

‘For information. ς΄ 

ΠΩ / 4 Ze, 
ὟΝ ' - 42.96 SY 

Enclosure _ 6 APh 21 1366 

1 = Mr. Conrad’ —— et ee 

2-Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 

1 - Mr. Downing 
1 = Mr. Newpher 
1 = Mr. Paddock 

7 HS: dele” 
(7) wh 

GH, ΠΥ 1966 
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PTIOMAL FORM WO, 10 Φ ἀφι δῖ 6 
ἡμὴ 19462 EXTON ¢ ᾿ - 
ὅϑα GEN, RED. NO, 27 ' ΤΌΪ ΡΟΝ μωρικεπτονν 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Delie8ch σατο 
Veh σπσσσσσοστος 

_ Memorandum ROUTEIN ENVELOPE 22== Conrad 
Felt 
Gals € 

TO ; My. conrad, DATE: April 18, we Pie 
F 

Faved ὡρωνκυμκιακατώδον ᾿ 

ΤΙΟΤΙΟΙ μορυτονκ πισαι 

FROM . Downing 
Tele. FOOm ποθ 
tHotme al 

er ΟΝΝΝΟΜΝΙΝ i 
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INTERNAL SECURITY --ἰ C (ff 

be On: 4/18/66, the New York Office furnished the text of 
a message the informant desired to send and requested that it be 
enciphered. The cipher text was furnished to New York on the 
same day. | 

SUBJECT: 

The plain ‘text and cipher text are attached. 

ACTION: 

‘For information. {' 

2 “46 ᾿δς /00~ Ya ion 

G 
[Ξ 6. APR 21 888 

‘Enclosure ᾿ 
en ΠΝ ; 

1 - Mr. Conrad | 
2 - Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
1 - Mr. Downing ' 
‘1 - Mr. Newpher 
1 - Mr. Paddock 

HS: ΤῊΝ 

& APR 261966 
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84958 60023 06027 85905 85285 78495 34438 34282 03939 80762 , 

39658 39559 91045 58782 25257 37953 25437 70359 60509 95087 | ‘ 
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| ROUTE IN ENV LOPE 
| "RBI 

Date: 4/14/66 

Transmit the following-in. 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

ATRTEL REGISTERED 
‘ (Priority) 

47 
ΕΝ -- 

f f . TO a DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ( V\ 

| FROM =: _SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) AN 
: f (ἢ a ᾿ - 

| on SUBJECT: | b ἣ ΑΛΓ 
15.5.0 ; 

ἘΣ On 4/14/66, there were received from the Soviets, 
| via radio, two cipher-coded messages. The first message 

received was a repeat of the second message received on 
4/4/66 (see NY airtel 4/5/66, P. 1, last paragraph). 

The second message received is as follows: ἢ) 

"To GUS HALL p> 
"2, We dounot know any man from Brooklyn and 

never approached him. This approach seems to be of a 
provocative character. If possible give us detailed | 
description of person who made this proposal to hin. 
Person identical with CG 5824-S* will tell you all details. γι, 

(See ΝΥ airtel 3/25/66, Ῥ. 7, Item #4) | ( 
- j i 

"2. We are ready to meet Cane 
make his stay here pleasant and interesting. Meetings 
with our leading economists will be arrang son 
identical with CG 5824-S* promised to meet efore 
his departure and to inform us ‘all the res is talk." 

νὰ NY airtel 3/25/66, P. 7, Item #5) Iai ally 

Bureau { 2. 19 J 
thtcago (2 i 7) (ia ~ Sab B) (AMSIY)REC- 43 8/0 0 90“ <4 

NY ἘΡΕΙ͂ Χ ; (TALANOV) (342) 
NY 100-13 

pero 

oH Ὀμ 

- smsb : ᾿ ᾿ : ΒΈΡΡΝΣ μέ 

ΓΝ KAR SOM ae MM Per 
ab é i κε Boe in Charge 



NY 100-134637 

In view of the fact that the above messages 
were not received solidly in New York, NY 694-S* has 
been advised that two messages were sent but were not 
decipherable. NY 694-8% 15 being instructed to request 
& repeat transmission of the messages. 

ΤΌ is requested that the Chicago Office not 
disclose to CG 5824~S* that the above messages were received. 

2. 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Moh ee 
Memoranea ἘΠΕ 

™ ROUTE ——— 
τὸ τ Mr. ἢ, 6. Sullivan EIN ENVELO PES | 

il Τάανε] repmnretinailarit 

1 + DeLoach yr] ected eae Tele, Rodi κώνων 

FROM : Mr, ων J, Baungardne 1. = Sullivan Holmes κνοττστοσα 
lL ~ Baumgardner " 
1... Shaw : 

v0 Gay hea 
NTERNAL SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST 

This is to recommend that Special Agents Richar 
Hansen and Walter A, Boyle, who are the contacting Agents for 
CG 5824-S*, be authorized to proceed to informant's point of 
arrival in’ the United States from the 20th Solo Mission in 
order that debriefing of informant can be commenced without 
delay. 

You will recall that CG 5824-S* departed from: the 
United States on 3/18/66 on Solo: Mission 20 to the Soviet Union 
in order to attend the 23rd Congress of the Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union. ' Informant was. also instructed by Gus Hall, 
General Secretary, Communist Party, USA, to contact leading 
Soviet officials in order to obtain the latest developments 
in the international communist movement, 

On 4/15/66 there: was received at a Solo mail drop, 
maintained in Chicago, Illinois, for the use of CG 5824-8, 
a communication from CG 5824~S* advising that informant will 
arrive in the United States about 4/22/66 or soon thereafter, 

By airtel 4/15/66 SAC, Chicago, recommended that 
Special Agents Hansen and Boyle be authorized to proceed to 
informant's point of entry into the United States as soon as 
specific information is received as to his destination, This 
will most likely be either Boston, Massachusetts, or 
New York City. SAC noted that this will enable the Agents to. 
conduct discreet and secure debriefing and will enable us to 
have first access to what the informant considers to be the 
most pertinent intelligence data in his possession. SAC also 
noted that since the Party is aware of informant's pending 
return, there will be a demand by the Party's leadership for 
CG 5824~-S* to hold immediate and extended conferences to dis- 
cuss matters pertaining to the international communist move-~ 
ment. If such meetings take place prior to contact by Bureau 
Agents, there undoubtedly will be an extensive delay in: com- 

wed fy mencing, the debriefing of informant. SAC, Chicago, estimated 
‘ ᾿ς @ost' ‘to ithe Bureau: by such travel on the part of the contacts {0 {1 

ing Agents to be $358.76, ΧΙ “ YAE OG) — d 
1-M. F. Row (6221 IB) fir + ΠῚ 
00~428091 β 2593 Bef -“Φ, 5 "Ὁ. Gower oven 6 APR 20 1966 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
‘Re: SOLO 
100-428091 

OBSERVATION : 

In view of the importance of the intelligence data, 
informant should bring back, it is believed judicious to have 
the contacting Agents meet CG 5824-S*, Debriefing by two 
Agents 15 considered necessary in order to insure absolute 
completeness and: accuracy of all information received. These 
two Agents are completely familiar with the names, places, and 
events in the international communist movement and have in the 
past greatly facilitated the debriefing of informant. They 
will ‘not depart for informant's point of entry until specific 
data is received concerning the date of informant's arrival. 

RECOMMENDATION : 

That the attached airtel be sent to Chicago autho»-~ 
rizing Agents Hansen and Boyle to proceed to informant's point 
of arrival in the United States as soon-.as specific informa~ 
tion in that regard is received, 

C γίδν aay 
> 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE = «21/0 
‘airtel | 7 1 - Mr. Shaw 

wr 

p Tot SAC, Chicago (134-46 Sub 8) 

From: Director, FBI (100-428091) 

| SOLO 
AL.SECURITY «Ὁ — : 

Reurairtel 4/19/66, a.copy of which was furnished 
to the New York Office. 

Reairtel requested the Bureau to authorize the 
New York Office to discuss in detail with NY -694-S* the . 
chamfering of a communication sent by CG 5824-S* to a mail 
arop in Chicago, Illinois. 

The Sureau does not desire that this matter be 
discussed with NY 694-S® at this time. 

‘Chicago should prouptly discuss this matter with 
CG 5824-S* upon informant's return from his current Solo 
tisgion. Promptly furnish CG 5824-8%'s reaction along with | 
your recommended course of action. 

2 ~ New York (100-134637) 5 

wos: den αν | ᾿ y 7 
(6) ‘ait Th , sty > ) -"2ς4472)ες- 

6 APR 22 860 ὁ i 
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FD-36 (Rev. H22-64%6 | . : oe oo 
ant GNU ELOPE 

yt Route wy ENTE 
Transmit the following in 

(Type in plaintext or egde? 

Vie AIRTEL REGISTERED | 
(Priority) 

+ 
ee a tee ad π ἯΙ ἡδέα ent eek κακὰς ee ee ee ee Αι ̓ ΡΟΜΝ σα ΘΝ em“ 

TO  : ~DERECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

; On 4/18/66, there were received from the Soviets, 
via radio, two ciphered-coded messages. One was 8 re eat 

‘of a message received on 4/14/66 (see NY airtel 4/14/66, 
P. 1, par. 2 and 3). | 

The second message received is as follows: 

“po GUS HALE 

"Tn response to our appeal over period last few 

months, $30,000.00 allocated for JESSICA SMITH;.it covers 

1066. “We are to receive $15,000.00 we advanced for whatever 

additional :we gave from this money. No one from CCCPSU 

in USA three weeks ago or now. That same person who talked 

to her will tell her we handled this money usually up to 

now. No question of veracity or reflection on our Party 
or you. Details when Ζ see you soon. 

(Re above, see NY airtel 4/6/66) 

! "HY LUMER will be delayed in Israel beyond first 
of May few days. 

(See ΝΥ airtels 4/5/66 and 3/30/06 re HY LUMER's 
| scheduled return to USA.) 

\@ 
1 ~ Chicag My 46-Sub B)(AM RM) 3 Ta 

- Chicago ~46-Su ; : 

i - NY 134-91 (INV) (41) 67 WE 
1- NY 105-14951-Sup C (TALANOV) (341) 
4 = ΝΥ 100-134637 (41) A] 

ACB:msb REC 100 “ “2.5 { | -- 

(8) wi A — ne 
. ἢ ῃ,.---- S65 

Approved: ἢ \ /} 7 Sent. “TT pe: 

Spectap Gent in Charge 
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NY .100-134637 
1 

| .'. "trade Union delegation: Local 65 has not as of 
today communicated with’ Council of Trade Unions here. — . 

See NY airtel 3/8/66, Ῥ, 2 and NY airtel 
2/25/66 66, P. 6) 3 4 , ? 

“WUSSR YCL invites -two young CP members to 
conference opéning May 17. Suggests one white, one : , 

Negro. Can get tickets New York Clty to Moscow. ΕΣ 

"Person identical with δα 5824~Se" 

Τὰ view of the fact that the above messages were 
not received solidly in New York, NY 694-S* is being 
instructed to request a repeat transmission of the ‘aforesaid 
messages. . 

ΝΣ Τὸ 15 requested that the. Chicago’ Ὁ Office not 
: disclose to CG 582h-se that the above messages were ‘received.. 

: τ 4 
. : ; Ι Β 

} ' ἃ eon 
Ι 1 . + -co™ 

᾿ , ' 



D the following in. 

| Via AIRTEL sss «~CREGISTERED MAIL 

~« 

ee REE 

Εν | Oe 
“TSC ; | 

i 

seen ῳ ROUTE acc TL. OPH -. 

oT] 

ΕΒῚ | 

Date: 4/22/66 
| 
| 

pe in plaintext or code} 

AIR MAIL SPECIAL DELIVERY ; 

a rionty! 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub Β) 

ReCGairtel dated . 4/19/66 and ‘Butel call of - 
ΣΥ͂Σ Chief FRED BAUMGARDNER , Internal Security Section, 
4/22/66 | 

Pursuant ‘to reButel call, there 15 enclosed 
herewith the original communication prepared by CG 5824-=S* 
and mailed to a Chicago drop from England by a "British 
friend" of the source. Details regarding ‘this communica- 
tion and possible ramifications connected with this matter ., 
were previously discussed in detail in recGairtel. 

“As previously noted in reCGairtel, t μ75 
letter was initially received in Chicago by CS “" Fe 
on 4/15/66 who was the first known individual to handle p 
and was ‘the individual who opened the communication, Sub- ὁ j | 
sequently, the communication was handled and read by ἰ, 
CG 6653-S. In addition, the communication has also been 
handled, prior to the discovery of the tracing tissue, 
by agents handling the Solo operation. It is also possible 
that this communication has been handled by a number of 
other unknown individuals including the yet unidentified 
member of the CP of Great Britain who mailed ‘the 5450 
“\4 the sours ae 

Ose au (Enc. ae) 
των 

Qbareau 
| »““-“ὁὐὖ 

RWH: MDW. EX-102 @ pe 26 G65 

j ᾿ : ᾿ . i μι ὦ 
᾿ . 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

AS the Chicago Office has made a Xerox copy of 
the communication received from CG 5824-S* and since 
CG 6653-S has no objection to the permanent retention: 
thereof by the Bureau, the FBI Laboratory is free to con- 
duct any examination or test of this document that may be 
deemed desirable. If mutilation, in part or in total, 
of the document is found necessary in connection with 
conducting such examinations, the Chicago Office does not 
feel that this would have any detrimental effect at this 
point. | 

~2. 
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ΙΒ FBI 
; ly Date: 4/22/66 

ed Rlexi 

ATR MAIL SBROTAD BEVIVERY : ! 
Via AIRTEL “REGISTERED MAIL 

(Priority) | 

“τ senate sew pee eve" στ παν πο το ae gene μὲ χα “De ων πων ἐστὶ σπῖτι are σοι ἀπε τε στὸ Ne καὶ A πὴ τὶ πα στο J es πὶ dng ne its eet ie ttn ὧν καὶ πὶ lee le ὧν. τὰ 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) . 
5 " Y AN Δ, 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

(Psor0> | 
“Is-é 

ReCGairtels dated 4/19 and 4/22/66. 

At approximately 10:05 a.m, 4/22/66, CG 6653-S 
telephonically furnished SA RICHARD W. HANSEN with the 
text of a communication which had just been received this 
date from CG 5824-S*, This communication had been directed 
to the "Lydia White’ drop in Chicago and bore a postmark of 
Berlin, West Germany, and a cancelation date of 4/20/66, 

Set forth below is the text of the communication 
as furnished telephonically by CG 6653-S together with an 
interpretation of certain portions thereof which has been ᾿ fi 
placed in parentheses. While there is no positive way at ΜΝ 
this time to actually substantiate the accuracy of the tie, 
interpretative comments added by Chicago, it is the best 
judgment of the Chicago Office that ‘these interpretations 
are ‘the meanings which the source intended to convey through 
this communication: 

+ 4k | 
οι δύκορυ NED) rneoy cad “, i- ew or ' - nio M ne " ᾿ A 

1-Chicago | j00-" 2 Nia Ι wet 

RWH: MDW κα 

(5) art. 22 | 6 APP 2E iss 
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CG 

fand leading CPSU theoretician) regarding our new 

eee 

134-46 Sub B 

4/18, Monday 

Dear Lydia and Norman: 

Just to let you know I am well and continuing 
my tour. I expect to leave here (East Berlin, 
German Democratic Republic) tomorrow (4/19/66), no 
later, and go to Providence (Prague, Czechoslovakia). 
1 should finish my business there in two-three days 
(4/21-22/66 at latest) unless I hear from Milwaukee 
(Moscow). Mr. Cane (HENRY WINSTON) and some of his 
associates (JAMES JACKSON and HYMAN LUMER) want me 
to join him (WINSTON) in some talks with Mr, Skinner 
(believed to be MIKHAIL A. SUSLOV, member of Politi- 
cal Bureau, Central Committee, CP of the Soviet Union 

catalog (draft program of the CP, USA). 

I hope Mr. Cane (WINSTON) goes on a. vacation 
and I am permitted to keep my appointment with Mr. 
Beans (return to U.S, via Boston, Massachusetts). 
What I am really trying to convey to you is that if 
J am late for office conferences (National Board, 
CP, USA meeting 4/22/66), it is because Mr, Dandy 
(JACKSON) went his way and Mr, HYATT (LUMER) is all 
set to go on his Mediterranean cruise (to Israel) 
the same time I go, to Providence (Prague). He is 
with me (in East Berlin). All seem to feel ‘that Mr. 
Cane (WINSTON) cannot be left by himself for such 
delicate literary talks (theoretical discussions), 
especially considering his condition (blindness). 
I repeat I am resisting, but it 15 not entirely up 

Mr. Walleye's (GUS HALL) explosion about the 
‘perennial subject (money) of the merits of Jasmin 
{and JESSICA SMITH of "New World Review") or is it 
with an E~~instead of rose leaves or essence-«-took 
up ἃ lot of my time, Mr. Mutt (NIKOLAI V. MOSTOVETS, 
Head of the North and South American Section, Interna- 
tional Department, Central Committee, CP of the 
Soviet Union) held up my letter of reply (document 
prepared by CG 5824-S* for the CC, CPSU on this 
matter) while I got into conference to "straighten 



= 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

this mess out.” I used quotes because I am not 
sure it is finished despite my telegram (message 
re JESSICA SMITH recently received via the Solo 
apparatus by NY 694-S* in NYC). 

Well I better close and get to work and pre- 
pare for the attendance at one brief opera or 
rehearsal (apparently had meeting 4/18/66 with 
Socialist Unity Party of Germany representatives). 

Tell Yogila (CG 6653-S) that I did not forget 
him (her) and he (she) is constantly on my mind, 
I am very anxious to see him (her) and ‘hope life 
makes it possible to spend more time in pleasurable 
pursuits rather than the nagging business of con- 
tracts, briefs, etc. Be wel. 

With all my best, of 

/S/ Scott 

For the Bureau's additional ‘information, it is 
the opinion of the Chicago Office that while this communi- 
cation was mailed in Berlin, West Germany, it was not 
mailed by the source there. As ‘the Bureau will recall, 
several years ago during his contacts with HEINZ BIRCH, a. 
highly placed representative of the International Department, 
Central Committee, Socialist Unity Party of Germany, ‘this 
individual told the source that any time he was in East 
Berlin and wanted to send material back to the U.S., he, 

- BIRCH, would ‘personally handle it for him or arrange for 
someone else to handle it. BIRCH noted that they regularly 
have people traveling to West Berlin and that such a com- 
munication could be safely mailed from West Berlin ‘without 
‘any jeopardy to CG 5824-S*. On one previous occasion, 
CG 5824-S* had accepted BIRCH's offer and this individual 
had mailed a communication of CG 5824-S* from West Berlin. 
It is believed by Chicago that this was the method which 
CG 5824-S* utilized in connection with ‘the present com-~ 
nunication. 

Due to the fact that. a personal meeting could not 
‘pe securely arranged with CG 6653-S, the Chicago Office on 
4/22/66 was unable to obtain the originals of ‘the above 
envelope and Jetter from the source, Howgver, arrangements 
have been made to secure this material@when such a contact 
can be arranged and it will then be immediately transmitted 
to the Bureau. These items will be submitted to the Bureau 

23 



CG 134-46 Sub B 

Since it is felt ‘that. the Bureau might desire to run tests 
and examinations on these new dtems simultaneously with exami- 
nations of the material previously forwarded by reCGairtels. 

The New York Office was also advised on 4/22/66 ‘by 
telephone of the contents of tthe communication received this 
date in order that the contents thereof could be transmitted 
to NY 694~S$* inmediately. 



" 4/20/66 
oe 
of Airtel 1 - DeLoach 
| 1 « Sullivan 

1 ~ Baumgardner 
1 ~ Shaw 

To: SAC, Chicago (134-46 Sub B) 

, From: Director, FBI (100428091) 
wt 

ει ἢ 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

 ‘Reurairtel 4/15/66 requesting authority for Special 
Agents Richard W. Hansen and Walter A. Boyle, contacting Agents 
for CG 5824-84, ta proceed to informant's point of entry in the 
Ὁ. 8. as soon as specific information is received in that regard. 
This authority was requested in order that debriefing of 
informant can commence without delay. 

Authority is granted to send Special Agents Hansen and 
Boyle to meet informant as soon δὰ specific date of arrival in 
the U. 5. is received. Debriefing of informant must be handled 
expeditiously and the Bureau immediately advised by teletype of 
pertinent intelligence data developed by informant while on the 
20th Solo Mission. 

μ a 

WGS:pah “ ᾿ a Vv 
Wars 

i i 

NOTE: ' 
See cover memorandum Baumgardner to Sullivan, dated 

4/19/66, same caption, prepared by WGS:pah., 
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BEST COPY 
AVAILABLE 
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ae By referenced Dulet dated 3/16/66, 1b wae reported — 
that” 8 ‘perwon named "ALOKANDER", who-resides in NYG, was. εν τι 
᾿ς being considered as a. vepresentative. of the fF of Puerto 
Rieo te the 23rd. Conesens τ of the CP of the Soviet Union, 0 ΗΝ 

. Moscony BSR 

_netorence’ uy airtel dated “YR, ‘both the | 
‘Bureau and Juan were advised that a nighiy placed. NYO 

" gource reportod, on Bee Kes that no puerto Radar’ seession ον 
Would attend the SAR (NU no infortation.as — 
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JA ‘review: of current ‘Puerto Rican information ς ̓ 
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7 χὰ’ 

individual or upon any individual who might ἘΌΝ relate 
to the above deseribed . potential representative of the CP of 
Puerto Rico, preswmibly in NYC, during March, 1966. | 

AS suggested by the above referenced NY airtel to 
_ the Bureau and San Juan dated 3/28/66, the San Juan Office 

is requested. to advise the NYO the results of ite discreat | : 
ingpipies, without endangering the souree of eaptlonsd matter, : 
congenning the identity of captioned individual. | 
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NITED STATES GOVERNMENT. 

MemorandumROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

Mr. Conrad ἘΣ) 

Εν Downing 

t: © soto. 
NTERNAL SECURITY - 

Captioned case ‘involves the Bureau's highly valuable 
confidential ‘informant NY 694-S* who has: been receiving .communi-~« 

_ DATE: 

cations transmitted to him by radio. 

On 4/25/66, transmissions were heard by. the Bureau's 

a ’ 
τ 

April 25, 1966 
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Tele, Room ματα 
Holmes ir 

" το 

‘radio station at Midland at which time.a message, NR 363 ΟΕ 57, was 
intercepted. 

The plain text and cipher ‘text are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: 

‘For information. 

gy 

ge | 

Enclosure 

2 +.Mr. Conrad 
2 Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A.:Sizoo, Mr. ‘W. G. Shaw) 
l=Mr. Downing 
l= Mr. Newpher 
l-Mr. Paddock 
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- Φ ἜΣ 
ως 4/25/66 ΝΙΝ 

NR 565 GR 5} 4/25/66 : 

be 
| 
| 

| 89065 97247 78074 55339 26900 354153 73006 24739 83189: 93147. 

_ 425944 32049 07731 33878 16398 15970 49480 81691 04166 32737 

{61273 93310 6213350918. 65863 61855 95146 86169 55146 85668. 

| 75565: 986741 9437578352 39018-22844 2622990646 47467 53016 

| 54450 77486 14194 69460 21263-81452 17645 13284 17779 86922 

| 25403 23803 58570 46512 52851:.91582.18625 | 

1 NR 363 GR 57 4/25/66 

7 rdp 1RoHJMuBWENWOTELPRIa dal HtsltWTENT toMWAsTosTaY 

᾿ r ORAFEspAYS|LNsHoREANULOF ICE}, HED LoNOTALEoRHsoNDATE| 

Scena ΝΕ | 
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bal ovnonts FORM NO. τῷ Φ Βοιὸτιῤφ Φ . ai be . 

CMC, ROY p00, 27 a τῶν 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT hee 

Ly MemorandumRoUuTE IN ENVELOP B= 
iM. W.-C, Sulliv pate: April 21, 1966 Fore 

- Mr, DeLoach γ' ‘Tave 
Mohr 

6 
“TOLLE T μωκωννίωνν 

Tele, Room srenmay 
FROM : Mr, F, J, Baumgardner ~ Mr, Callahan. Hotes meres 

1 

1 
x 1 - Mr, Sullivan Sandy. 

© 1 - Mr. Baumgardner 
suBjecr: SOLO 1 = Mr, Shaw B aoe | 

INTERNAL SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST 1 = Mr, Rozamus . 

New York letter of April 7, 1966, points out that 
monthly payments are made in cash for space rented in a 
building at 17 Battery Place, New York City. The space is 
utilized. in the Solo Operation, The letter recommends that 
8 checking account be opened. in order that payments may be 
made by checks, We agree, 

Space Utilized at 17 Battery Place: 

My memorandum to you of November 5, 1962, recommended 
and was approved that a cover office be obtained for use of 
NY :694-S* to handle Soviet radio messages and other clandestine 
‘work which he could not perform in this business office or at his 
residence, The cover office was also approved as a secure meeting 
place between the informant and the contacting Agent, The Space 
was initially obtained in a building at 154 Nassau Street, 
NewYork City, 

eee aed 

vit 
a ἃ 

a GS In January, 1965, it was necessary to move the cover 
office since the building at 154 Nassau Street Was to: be 56 
demolished, Suitable space was found in Room 1122, 17 Battery b7C 
Place, It was leased through General Manager, 
Sheraton Whitehall Corporation, under the fictitious name of 
W as. Monthly rental payments of $185 have been made 
te In his absence, it has been found necessary to make 
tha payments ‘to a cashier, 
“6 ca rl eo 

‘New York Office suggests that a checking account be 
opened under the flctitious name of Warren Thomas, In order to 
avoid: service: charges and costs for each check which is drawn, 
the account should be opened with a $300. deposit and this amount 
maintained as a minimum balance. 
necessary for rental, a deposit would be.made from the confidential 
fund, 

Enclosure ho, 

100~428091 4 Θ᾽ CONTINUED: -- OV! 
MIR :k1b _ Ιου 2327 “νον : , ia? Sy 
(8) EX-199 oo | | Ἢ a “ ὶ 

“vr 6 APR 29 1966 a 
A, : 
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Ft mary 

‘Memorandum F, J. Baumgardner 
to W, C, Sullivan 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

OBSERVATIONS: 

Good business practice dictates that rent in a 
commercial building be paid by check, Payments by check would 
‘provide additional security for our Solo Operation, Furthermore, 
Agent's time would be saved since the checks could be mailed 
directly to the Corporation. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

The attached letter be sent to New York Office 
granting authority to open a checking account under the fictitious 
name of Warren Thomas with a deposit of $300, Thereafter a sum 
sufficient to pay the rental is to be drawn from the confidential 
fund and placed in the checking account when payment is due. 
The letter instructs that Special Agent in Charge, New York Office, 
to personally review the checking account on a monthly basis to 
make certain the account is properly handled, 

M4 R δὼ , | ᾿ Ul 



ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
SAC, New York (100~134637) 4-22-66 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 

Director, FBI (100-428091) — 5 ἐ{ς 5 4 Mr. DeLoach 

REG 0 1 --" Mr, Mohr 

SOLO an 1 ~ Mr, Callahan 

a lie Mr, Baungardner 
4 τὸ 1 = Mr, Shaw 

Reurlet dated 4-7~66, lL =~ Mr. Rozamus 

Sul Liv Ct sneenesennetatinbe 

Tavel eee eee | 

TROLEST weermenween 

Tele, loom summon 
Bate 

Gand ΘΈΤΟΥ 

Authority is granted to open a checking account 
under the fictitious name of Warren Thomas for the purpose 
of making rental payments for space at 17 Battery Place, 
New York City. You are authorized to use a sum of $300 in 
opening the account and adding sufficient amount to cover 
rental payment whenever a payment is due, : 

You should personally review the account on a 
monthly basis to make certain that it is properly handled. 

pr 
See cover memorandum ¥, J, Baumgardner to W, C, Sullivan, 

dated 4-21-66, same caption, MJR:kib. 

MIR :klb 
(10) 

NOTE: 
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MAY 182 ΕΞΗΤΙΟΝ , 

we gee SSR_SEN πεῦ. ΝΟ, α : 

UNITED STATES.GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
vo +: DERECTOR,, FBI (100-%28091) pare: 4/7/66 

+ SAC, NEW YORK (100~-134637) 

© 
SUBJECK; SOLO . 

ss | 
As the..Bureau-is aware, the SOLO cover company office at /, 

.17 ‘Battery Place , New York City, 1s: leasedfrom: the ‘Sher ΧΩ , 
‘Whitehall Corporation, under the fictitious name WARREN so bé 
As much as possible, all contacts between this offi { Ib7c 
Sheraton Whitehall Corporation are made through Mr. 
General Manager of the Sheraton Whitehall Corporation, whé‘is the 
person with whom thé original arrangements were made oe 
On some occasions, however, due to the absence of Mr. it 

_ has been necessary to pay the rent to a cashier. This rent, ΟΣ ᾿ 
m course, is paid in cash. ᾿ [He wlos LL 

Since good business practice dictates that rent, especially 
where. it pertains to a business establishment as distinct from apartment renting, is normally paid by eT since it is not με * 

always possible to pay this rent to Mr. it is deemed 
advisable for the security of this cperation to pay all rent in the 
future by check. The suggested plan is to open a. checking account 

y uneez the name of WARREN THOMAS. In order to avoid’ service charges 
*$ and cost for individual checks, it is suggested that this account 

be opened with a $300.00 deposit and that amount be maintained as 
the_minimum balance.” In this fashion it becomés a "regular checking 

ἢ aCcount" with no charges made by the bank. When the rent is due, 
; cash from the confidential office fund will be deposited into the 
ἧς checking account for the amount of that month's rent and a check . 

Mywill then’ be drawn to the Sheraton Whitehall Corporation in order ΔΛ 
\qto pay the rent. A further advantage to this is that this check 
σὴ be mailed, avoiding as much personal contact as possible. | 
> | 
hy It is therefore requested that the NYO be authorized to open 
Ni regular checking account for this purpose. “5 

ἢν ay. 4309/54? 
— . 

| - 
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~ New York (134~91) (#41) 
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| 
| 
i 
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, | 
{2 \. FBI | 

mp Date: 4/25/66 | 
| 

} | Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext ar code) 

Via. ATRTEL REGISTERED | 
(Priority) Ι 

πα ΙΝ πα “Ὄπ mrs cms yas ams pe gus er ct dn cies we sigs ene “mpte mes 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

sussecr ora» ' 7. 
13-0 

On 4/25/66, there was received from the Soviets 
via radio the following ciphered~-coded message, the plain 
text of which is as follows: 

To Gus Hall 

7 "Person identical with CG 5824~S* left Moscow 
April 16, His intention was to stay for a few days in East 
Germany and Prague. He did not inform us on. date of 
departure to US. 

πῆρ Jack Brooks 

"This radio message will be repeated in two ‘hours 
for checking purpose, 

NY 694-S* stated that he is not going to furnish 
the above message to GUS HALL inasmuch as he is certain that | 
CG 5824-S* does not desire that HALL know specifically 
when the Chicago informant will arrive in USA. 

3,~ BUREAU (100-428091) (RM) 
πως CHICAGO (134-46-Sud B ΝΒ) ANRH 

1 ~ NY 134-91. 41) 
1 = ΝΥ 100-134637 tin) | LO- 4 > ” ΘΟ 01 ,- & YS b 

ic ee 
7 29 5 

MANA ; ον a δ 
ee 

ie Approved: Sent M Per. 
85 ἡ AY 9 ἐπ Roent in Charge | 
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: 

Transmit:the following in. 

ROUTE IN Ti. LOPE 
Date: 4/26/66 

(Type in plaintext or code) 

AIRTEL REGISTERED | 
(Priority) 

10 : :~‘DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
FROM: ..SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 
SUBJECT Fore | 

~T: =C Ξ 

On 4/25/66, there was received at a New York 
drop a letter from WILLIAM KASHTAN, Chairman of the 
Canadian CP, addressed to GUS HALL, under the latter's 

᾿ς pseydonym, "HERBERT. " ‘The ‘letter is as follows: 

i 7 "April 22nd. 1966. 

"Dear HERBERT: Ms yicl 
"our lad who works in the labor field he¥e\is 

rather anxious to know about some recent developments re Ὁ 
steel and mm. We gather there is some talk of merging 
and naturally people here are concerned with its possible 
effects in this country. Perhaps you could advise us 
on what ismaping up which should help in formulating 
positions here. 

Seems a long time since my return from the big 
affair. I imagine your lads are still travelling around. 
All in all it seemed quite positive and a powerful 
demonstration of friendship and solidarity. But I imagine 
you are on top of developments. 

"Would appreciate hearing from you on the above. 

eau (RM) 
1... cago (134 uy Sub B) (AM RM) nny Toe oheleone 
1 -- N¥ 134-91 ene 4 

#4 
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“WY 2100-131637 
1. 

"Lad" in paragraph one, according to NY 694-5s*, 
As a reference to the Canadian CP functionary in charge 
of trade union work, "Steel and mm! refers to the 
Steel Union and the Mine, Mill and Smelter, Workers Union. | 

affair",in paragraph two, is a reference 
to the recent’ @3rd Congress of the CPSU held in Moscow. 
your lads". as a reference to CPUSA functionaries who . 
to the’ v the said Congress, and as yet have not returned 
to e USA. 

‘ -ὃ- 



TELETYPE σον PY CODE τ ΓΙ ὕΠΘΕΝΤ 1 ~ Shaw 

TO SAC NEW YORK (100~134637) 

FROM DIRECTOR FBI (100-428091) ——— 

(Rove, nerernaL SECURITY « Οὐ 

REURTEL APRIL TWENTY~EIGHT INSTANT, RETEL REQUESTS BUREAU 

ADVISE AS TO WHAT ACTION 18 DESIRED RELATIVE TO COPY OF 

NORTH VIETNAM PROPAGANDA FIIM CURRENTLY IN POSSESSION OF INFORM~ 

ANT, COMMENSURATE WITH THE SECURITY OF SOURCE, IT 18 DESIRED 

THAT FILM BE FORWARDED TO THE BUREAU FOR REVIEW AND POSSIBLY FOR 

COPYING,' IF POSSIBLE, TO FORWARD FIIM, ADVISE AS TO LENGTH OF 

TIME IT MAY BE RETAINED AT BUREAU,’ IF NOT DEEMED JUDICIOUS TO 

FORWARD FELM TO BUREAU, EFFORT SHOULD BE MADE BY YOUR OFFICE TO 

REVIEW FILM AND EXPEDITIOUSLY FURNISH THE BUREAU COMPLETE DETAILS, 

μ TELETYPE UNIT. 
WGS:pah | 

(3) φ 
APR 28 i966 

NOTE: 

ASS fra wnse 
ENCODED MESSAGE 

CG 5824-S* returned from Solo Mission 20 to the { 
Soviet Union on 4/25/66. While in the Soviet Union, Le Duan,| 
First Secretary, Vietnam Workers Party, furnished CG 5824-S* 
a copy of a North Vietnam propaganda film depicting the bomb- 
ing of hospitals by U. S. plants. Film is currently in possession 
of informant but will have to be delivered to the national office 
of the CPUSA in New York City. Jt is important that we have an 
opportunity to review ‘this film prior to the tine informant turns 
it over to the CPUSA in order that we can be in a position to 
counter the propaganda the CPUSA will undoubtedly endeavor to 
obtain through the showing of the film. NIL USA, tilized 
in view of the urgency ᾿ De mat —— : 007 ey be 461 I /-4, & ἜΞ we ap! tes κὸν 

ipinets τ mi γα. 1986 TELETYPE UNIT 6. APR ole 

& 
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